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CITY
EDITION

Firestone Picketed By Black United Front
Groups Back Worker

Three Men Are Suicide Victims
Here During Four-Day Period

Fired Without Hearing

On Friday April 11, "T h e ed the man what he had said,
Black United Front," an or- and he repeated it, using the
Within a four - day period, taken out of the river by the failure to yield the right-of-way.
ganization made up of several same words.
When he returned home, Mr.
three Negro men committed Fire Department near the point
black organizations (The In- After going to his local union
Mrs
suicide here in Memphis, and where young Ailsworth saw his Crowder was so upset that
vaders, Black Knights, WOME, to file the grievance, accomCrowder suggested that he take
established a new suicide rec- hand go beneath the water.
in panied by three friends, he said
marched
COME)
and
ord for the black community.
Mr. Green had been em- a couple of aspirins and try to
main gate of Fire- the union president, G. W.
the
of
front
calm himself. But he refused'
The victims were Willie B. ployed at the garage of the
stone Tire and Rubber C o
"Rip" Clark, tried to dissuade
and ordered her to
Hightower, 44, of 1385 Eloise; Greyhound Bus Company for to take them
pany. with the purpose of get- him from filing it, and said he
and
bedroom
the
in
him
leave
John Wesley Green, 54, of 128 the Past 25 years.
ting 0. L. Turner re-hired and thought an apology would be
into the living room.
Saffrans; and Precious Knapp Despondency over receiving go
action taken on his grievances. all that was necessary, since
After Mrs. Crowder got back
Crowder, 71, of 2330 Carnes. a traffic ticket after he was inTurner, a black worker at he had heard older Negroes
the living room, she heard a
in
actraffic
minor
a
in
volved
The body of Mr. Hightower
Firestone has been off the job using the same term.
she ran back into
When
shot.
Mannof
corner
the
at
cident
was found by his daughter,
since early January, when he
When Turner returned to the
blamed for the back bedroom, she discov0. L. Turner, who was fired in January,
The Black United, Front (composed of the
Beverly Faye Hightower, 15, na and Carnes was
complained about a foreman plant that Friday, he was not
shot
him a
had
reportedly
called
husband
her
Mr.
that
ered
Crowder.
foreman
his
after
of
suicide
HOME)
COME,
the
Invaders,
Knights,
Black
when she came home from
calling him "nigger." He was allowed to enter it and was
"nigger." (Withers Photo)
Homicide Capt. R. L. Wil- himself in the head and was
marched in front of Firestone Tire a n d
school last Thursday.
when he showed up for told he was suspended for the
fired
Rubber Company to protest the firing of
Mrs. Mildred Hightower, the liams said that Mr. Crowder's mortally wounded.
what he thought would be a day and that he could come
retired
was
another
Crowder
yewith
Mr.
collided
car
man's wife, told officers that
hearing on his grievances.
back Monday for a hearing.
af ter
her husband had been ill for hide at the location mentioned about four years ago
Turner had been a tire as- He said he thought that the
for some
worked
when
that
officers
ha
ving
and
above
and
flu,
the
with
week
a
about
sembler for some 21 months. hearing would be about his
for the Wallace Sanibad complained that he was investigated the matter he was 45 years
He told the Tri-State Defender complaint against Wiseman,
for
tarium.
citation
c
i
f
f
a
tr
a
given
unable to sleep at night.
that he had never been repri- but that "the man was not presHis body was found in a bedmanded since going to Fire- ent or the matter mentioned."
room with a German Luger
stone, but that he was told he
he had brought back home
When told that he was being
was fired and to turn in his
from World War H as a souvehe said H. B. Griffin,
fired,
badge after being told he was
nir lying close by. A bullet
vice president of Local 186,
using
abusive
of
guilty
wound was in his left chest.
complained that the penalty
A. Mace() Walker, president language and failed to follow was too severe for the charge.
Mr. Hightower had been emof the Tri-State Bank of Mem- instructions.
ployed with a dinette manuMr Turner said while work- In making a plea that Mr.
phis. announces that the Hollyfacturing company.
cost non-members $10.00 and wood branch will begin opera- ing on the three to eleven shift Turner be retained in his job
branch
organized
newly
The
his
Mrs.
and
wife.
Mr. Green
of the Glenview Young Men's members only $7.00
tion with a formal opening from at Firestone that this tire room at Firestone, Mr. Griffin cited
Rachel Green, and his stepson,
Christian Association is en- The Glenview branch is 6 p. m. to 9 p. m. on Thurs- foreman, R a y mond "Red" instances where other employSteve Ailsworth, 15, had gotten
A former Tri-State Defender
gaged in a membership enroll- located at 1251 S. Willett.
Wiseman, came up and be- ees had been charged with
day, April 17.
into an argument about some
newsboy, who prevailed with
I
the
during
campaign
ment
gan
talking to him about a more serious offenses and had
The
branch
and
new
modern
money missing at the house,
his mother to let him quit
not been fired or penalized
month of April, and campaign
is located at 1367 Hollywood matter.
police said, and about 6 a. m.
Booker T. Washington High
for 500 members is now in prost. at Hubbard ave., just one "In reply to his question I with time off.
Saturday he reportedly told his
School and enlist in the Army
gress.
block south of Chelsea, and called him "Red," the name At about the same time
stepson that he was going to
at the age of 17, has been
will provide complete banking the whites use in talking to Mr. Turner was being fired
Kilpatrick, president
Frank
drive his car down to the foot
awarded the Army Commenservices with drive-in facilities. him." Mr. Turner explained, from Firestone, he said a white
of the Bluff City and Shelby
of Saffrans St. and jump into
De"V"
a
with
dation Medal
Mr. Walker
said, "This 1"and he yelled, 'Nigger, don't worker was caught stealing
County Council of Civic Clubs
the river, and that the stepson
vice for Valour for his perbranch is centrally- located to you call me "Red."
the campaign,
of
chairman
could come down and get the
is
tires, and was only penalized
formance in the Republic of
serve residents of Hollywood, Mr. Turner said that he ask- with a 90-day suspension.
vehicle and drive it home.
and Mrs. Evelyn Taylor, pro1969.
on Feb. 23.
Hyde Park, Belmont, Douglass,
minent real estate agent and
The Ailsworth youth later Vietnam
Binghampton, Klondyke, New
assisting
is
businesswoman
went down to the river with a A copy of the citation has
Chicago and North Memphis
Mr. Kilpatrick as the ce
set of keys and found the car been sent to Mrs. The I m a
who have felt that our downman.
with the keys locked inside, Robinson of 591-F S. Lauder"Swing Into Spring" is the town offices are too distant
as his stepfather said it would dale by her sod --S peci a list
actively
is
campaign
The
theme of the annual Riverview
Fourth Class Larry K. Travis,
be, and drove it home.
involving all members of the Junior High School PTA to be from them.
wi
note
brief
a
added
who
18,
A few minutes after he reYMCA board of management held next Sunday in the school "This investment," continued
turned Mr. Green walked into it saying, "I am a hero now.
and a number of interested cafetorium starting at 4 p.m. Mr. Walker, "shows our confidence in the future of our
the house with his clothes drip- Specialist Travis, whose nickcitizens.
The school is one of the new- city and also displays some of
ping water, and told his step- name was "Peanuts." because
execeve
Jenkins,
Morris
est in the city and is located the e f forts of the Tri-State
son that he had gone to the he sold them and newspapers,
director of the branch, said, in the Riverside area at 241 Bank to aid the Negro in his
An organization called the l pa stor of St. James AME
Dec.
on
Vietnam
to
sent
was
to
himtried
drown
and
river
"This newly organized branch Majuba.
N e w Government Structure Church; Rev. Claude Smith,
the
stream
to
of
main
move
with
serving
self, but that instead of going 22, 1968. and is
of the YMCA. If it to remain, "Join us this Sunday after- American life."
Commission has submitted a pastor of Prospect Baptist
Headquarters and Headquarter
under he had floated.
to grow and take its rightful noon and renew old acquaint- The public is invited to re- list of names of 10 black Mem- Church; Charlie Morris, North
Infantry
27th
the
of
Company
Police said the youth scoffed
place in the community, must ances, make new friends, and gister for a color television and phians it says should be ap- C a r olin a Mutual Life Inat the man and ridiculed him
ha v e the active support of be entertained by the young- attend the o pening of the pointed to the Shelby County surance Company; Rev. G. A.
for bungling the job, and Mr. His citation reads: "When
members."
sters of the school," reads an branch at which refreshments Court and Memphis City Com- Evans, pastor of Walker Homes
LARRY TRAVIS
Green said that be would show Fire Support Base Mahone II
YMCA board invitation to the tea.
mission to make those bodies Christian Church; Robert M.
Glenview
The
will be served.
him. He then demanded his came under an intense barrage
"truly representatives of the Ratcliffe, public relations
is anxious for
Mrs. Cora Bilbrew is presikeys, stating that he was going of enemy weaponry, Specialist tion contributed immeasurably of management
people."
director of LeMoyne-Owen Colof the branch which dent of the PTA. W H. Sweet
to leap off a bridge into the Travis immediately advanced to the successful defense of the the future
proposed
area
idea
been
The
has
Southeast
lege, a n d Whittier A. Sengthe
serve
will
principal.
is
river.
through the bullet-swept area perimeter. Specialist Travis'
by Christians, Inc., of which stacke, Sr., general manager of
Memphis.
Young Ailsworth refused to to support the bunker line de- personal bravery, aggressive- of
W. Slater Hollis is president. the Tri-State Defender.
The program schedule of
give them to him, Mr. Green fense; Throughout the entire ness, and devotion to duty are
campOther
members are the Rev.
day
includes
branch
the
left the house on foot, headed attack, Specialist Travis ex- in keeping with the highest
body-building,
H. H. Harper. Pop Popfor the Wolf river, and walked posed himself to the holocaust traditions of the military serv- ing, swimming,
penhimer and Wayne Mink.
slimnastics, modern dancing,
down into it as three other of exploding projectiles as he ice and reflect credit upon
basketball,
They claim that the two
volleyball,
softball,
Inwitnesses and his stepson look- distributed much needed am- himself, his unit, the 25th
table tennis, bridge and pinNational Library Week will bodies should be 60 per cent
ed on.
munition to each postion on the fantry Division, and the United
nochle and family movies.
be celebrated at public libraries white and 40 per cent black
Mr. Green's body was later bunker line. His valorous ac- States Army."
Mr. Jenkins announces that
and at the libraries of public in accordance with the Shelby
A Baby Contest was held last
an eight-week slimnastics and
schools April 20-26, and will County-Memphis population
physical fitness class for the Noble W. Thornton a retired include special exhibits on the Names submitted for con- Sunday at Christ Baptist Church
ladies will begin on April 21 employee of the Illinois Central value of services pro vided sideration are Dr. A. E. Camp- and was sponsored by the Chilat 7 p. m., and will meet on Railroad, has been appointed to through books.
bell, president of the Tennes- dren's Department.
Mrs. A. Gaston was chairman
Mondays, .Wednesdays a n d the City Board of Equalization. The special theme is "Be see Regular Baptist Convention
Thursdays at that hour. The Nominated by Mayor Henry All You Can Be. Read." New Dr. P. L. Rowe, pastor of First of the affair held in the church
class will be limited to 20 per Loeb, his appointment was ap- books will also be on display. Baptist Church Chelsea; Mrs. at 494 S. Parkway East.
proved at last week's meeting
Miss Carolyn Hill is the Sunsession.
The public is asked to put R. Q. Venson of the Memphis
The fee for the class will be of the City Council.
forth a special effort to visit Housing Authority; Mrs. Nettie day School reporter. The Rev.
Mr. Thornton is president of libraries during the celebration. B. Rogers, Rev. H. L. Starks, E. L. Currie is the minister.
$12.00 for non-members and
the Memphis Citizen's Commit$8.00 for members.
On the same date. April 21, tee Council. a member of the
a modern dance class for girls trustee board of St. Andrew
from ages 12 to 14 and lasting AME Church. a Mason and a
eight weeks will start. Also Shriner. He lives at 322 W. Fay
limited to 20 per session, it will ave.

Tri-State Bank
Opening Third

Young Soldier Proves

Glenview YMCA Seeks
500 Memberships Branch

Here

He's A Man In Battle

Riverview

Junior High

To Pour Tea

Group Asking For More

9

Blacks In Government

Library Week

Noble Thornton
Named To Boar
Of Equalization

Is Observed

Christ Baptist
Has Baby Contest

'Police Are Sponsoring
A Tuesday Night Dance
affair will benefit the poor of
the community.
The affair is being sponsored
by the Community Relations
Bureau in cooperation with
Stax Recording company, and
will feature Rufus Thomas,
the Trademarks and the New.
comers.
Various businesses are being
asked to support the project by
taking at least $15.00 worth of
tickets
All proceeds from the dance
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss — will go to the Community RelaCharles Evers, field director of liens Bureau to buy food, which
the National Association for the will be kept at the Police ServAdvancement of Colored People ice Centers in poverty areas
in Mississippi, spoke at a pub- of the city and distributed to
lic meeting in 1Doxey Hall on needy families in emergency
the Rust College campus last situations throughout the year.
Persons who would like to
Sunday.
His appearance on campus donate to the project may send
was sponsored by the Women's checks to: Citizens-Police ComSociety of Christian Service of munity Relations Committee
the Asbury United Methodist 128 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tenn., 38103.
Church in Holly Springs.

A dance and entertainment
program for young people will
be held on Thur sd a y night,
April 22, from 8 to 11 p. min the Youth Center at the Fairgrounds, and proceeds from the

NAACP Official

Speaks At Rust

COTFON MAKERS' ROYALTY — The Selection Committee announced the names of
the Royal Court for the Cotton Makers'
Jubilee during a buffet dinner last Friday

night. From left arr Crown Prince Elroy
Partee, King Kenneth Gibson. Queen
Dorothy Jean Cox and Princess Norma
- Jean Batten.

READING THE FORMULA — Morris
Jenkins, executive director of the G I e nvieo branch of the YMCA looks over book
lei outlining "Steps to a Successful M e mbership Enrollment," center, is Frank Kul

patrick, chairman of the drive, and Mrs.
Evelyn Taylor, co.chairman. smile their
approval. The branch is se-eking SN memberships during the April campaign. (Withers Photo)
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I Left Side

Workers Seeking Some
WASHINGTON
,earn
Boycott Of Grapes

IFarm

Free Lunches Aren't, Panel Hears

tunity, also told the committee
— Some stu-ivisible, menial work to '''earn" lunches by "picking up trash
more
the
by
left
that some farm operators purdents are required to work to their free school lunches. He and garbage
afcan
who
children
affluent
some
causes
"stigma"
posely have inflated the earn'supposedly free school said this
lunch."
i
lunches, Congress was to 1 d 'of them to decline the free ford the cost of
ings of employes. They do this,
, food.
Luther Elliott, Jr,, an offiMonday •
he said, "in order to prevent
'
1•'or the past fev. months inure safety supervision than Ben W. Heineman, chairman An official of a firm doing cial of the Social Development
from getting commofamilies
$127,1•••••••••••••••••••w•••••••••••••••••••••••;, there has been an organized other categories of workers of a Presidential commission a government study told the Corporation which has a
food stamps on the
or
dities
the
evaluate
to
all
keep
to
contract
Memphis
Labor
in
000
effort,
advancing tech- I on income maintenance, told House Education and
a hungry man will
that
theory
of
Parents are owaiting the ap- bute to Jim Lawson at a beau- California grapes out of gro- . . . the rapidly
program
feeding
hunger investigators Committee that in some areas emergency
be a working man."
pearance of the Red Balton tiful Mass and dinner given in cery stores and supermarkets. nological changes in agricul- 'Senate
OpporEconomic
of
Office
the
their
earn
children
income
low
do
some children must
Players who will bring thea- his honor by Catholic Human This effort is being led by Da- ture have left the industry be- that
ter to all children in Memphis, Relations Council at St. Louis ry Olson, UFWOC (U nited hind in dealing with occupaeven if they cannot pay. Con- Church.
Organizing tional
Workers
Farm
hazards, particularly
tributions will enable children's
U F W OC's
your ticket Committee). The
get
and
sure
Be
with agricultural chemicals."
theater to play east side, north
for Jessie Tur- purpose here in Memphis as in,
side and down by the railroads. for testimonial
president other cities is to boycott storeei In Dr. West's report an exNAACP
former
ner
Come fly away with Left Side
young
long to that carry California grapes. ample is presented:
and
hard
who
labored
on the Beautiful Red Ballon.
in Menichange
a
about
bring
the
in
dead
found
was
sprayer
Wonder why meter maids do
The national effort in behalf
not issue tickets on East Cal- phis.
of the grape pickers is under field in a tractor which had
houn Street. Some cars have Did you see 0. Z. Evers on the leadership of Cesar Cha- been pulling his spray-rig. He
Educational vet, who is described in the
National
been known to stand in front PBL,
had been pouring and mixing
of an expired meter for more Television.
April edition of "Look" MagaMany thanks to North Caro- zine as "soft spoken, but parathion concentrate into the
than two days.
Maria Pinkstun, Arts Council lina Mutual for its gracious'tough." Chavez has been in spray-rig tank. Parathion is
board member said she will expressions on Nat D. W ii- the struggle for California the most commonly used of
gladly take your contribution hams' article on Black Insur- farm workers for some four the highly toxic phosphate esfor Art's council.
ances. Tri-State appreciates years
ter pesticides. The estimated
About 600 people paied tri- your kind remarks.
One paper released by the fatal dose is about 9 drops orUFWOC says this about the ally and 32 drops dermally. In
farm worker: "Farm workers
process of mixing the conare America's forgotten men. the
the worker contamicentrate,
Debarred from the provisions
of the National Labor Rela- nated his gloves inside and out.
tions Act, unprotected by the He rested his gloved hands on
Federal child labor regula- his trouser as he pulled the
tions, left out of most miniParamum wage legislation, they re- rig to apply the spray.
ceive no unemployment insur- thion was absorbed through
RALEIGH, N. C. — (UPI)— use of Negro maids in N. C. ance or disability compensa- the skin of his hands and
tion either. They are burdened thighs. He began to vomit, an
Black demonstrators beat up State dormitories.
the by low wages, inadequate edu- early symptom of parathion
on
appearing
Caldwell,
two white students and a newssteps of his home, told the cational opportunities, s u b- poisoning. He could not reman during a march to the marchers that the maids standard housing, and inter- move his respirator and he ashome of Chancellor John T. wanted to keep their jobs. He mittent work, and their exclu- pirated the vomitus. The diag3. Hula Blue
Color Available
Caldwell of North Carolina was jeered down by cries of sion from social legislation has nosis of poisoning was confirm4. Original Cinnamon
1. Anti Establishrent Mint
'F.O.B. Detroit
State University.
left
them
to
powerless
defend
"white racist" and went back
ed by postmortem cholinester5. Fru•dian Gi!t
2. Thanks V•r Million
themselves."
None of the three was seri- inside.
ase tests." Dr. West gives
ously hurt.
The marchers then began
of the farm
Irma West, a doctor in many examples
About 100 Negroes, students leaving but Gene Duncan a pho- Berkely, California, had this workers, plight with occupationat St. Augustine's College and tographer for the Raleigh to say about the agricultural al diseases occurring in the
Shaw University, marched to News and Observer, took a pic- industry in that state: "In Cali- agricultural industry of CaliCaldwell's home to protest the ture and was beaten.
fornia, the agricultural indus- fornia.
try experiences the highest oc- Because of incidents similar
cupational disease rate — over to the one stated above, "farm
50(7,- higher than the industry workers took their destiny inin second place, and almost to their own hands. They orthree times as high as the ganized into civic and labor
average rate of all industires." organizations that can deal
This relates directly to the peacefully with the injustices
California farm worker, as that afflict them. Ihe internaDoctor West puts it: ", . .ag- tional boycott of California •taricultural workers, because of ble grapes is the latest phase
migrant status, seasonal work, of their epic struggle."
language barriers, substandard
and poor hygiene, are the least
able of any group to protect •
themselves
against
occupational hazards and require

i
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DOWN FRoNT1•

SEE FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S ANSWER
TO THE EUROPEAN SMALL CAR MARKET
"ite

HULL-DOBBS FORD

2700 POPULAR

APRIL 17

Black Students In
Row At N. C. State

1970 FORD

'7r

$1995.00

SO LONG VOLKS

HULL-DOBBS FORD CITY
"World's Largest Ford Dealers"

3234363

2700 POPLAR

IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
See Tommy Grant

owl ave,
si40.
%

...for an outstanding buy
on a low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
Other
transmission.
available.
power options

SAVE UP TO $1000.00
Bank Financing Arranged

UN
2200 LAMAR
324-3671

ROBERT CURTIS PRUITT is
another outstanding newsboy.
He lives at 890 Griffith. Ile is
, in the sixth grade at Gardon
Elementary School. T h r ee
months ago when he started
selling the Tri-State Defender,
he sold 15 papers. Now be is
selling more than so papers
each week.

CHEVROLET

LOEB'S
TENNESSEE PIT BAR-11-C

(Opening Depos Minimum $100.00)

'

Coupons Redeemable
at al111147 Loeb Drive-ins!
OEErg . LAUNDRY
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•
•
•
•
,4-..., COUPON II:•
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c
•1
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•
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•
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"4E2
ea.::
.
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WITH THIS COUPON

* -; CLEANING
n,
COUPON girl
u

W
SWAMIS,
SORTS, TANTS
LOEB CLEANED
DRUM,SUITS.
COATS
LOEB—CLEANED

75e ea.1 •
31.45 ea•g•
A •
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WITH THIS COUPON

m
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•
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•
•

ti 40, •• Buy
:0
:
2 11)A

COUPON•••

r. II •4:
I •
2 SKIRTS, PANTS OR
Loeb
one
6
$1.85
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SWEATERS
to
••
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!
.
41
LOEB-CLEANED
Get one 50f pt. Loeb EIBQ Beansi :
2 DIU tWS, SUETS OR
taN
COA S
2 •
•
LOEB-CLEANED
ti • II .1
TINS COUPON

FREE

5% interest
on New First National
Golden Passbook Accounts.

!

It's a Gold Rush, all right. But one with all the
risks removed. Because First National's new Golden
Passbook Accounts pay a guaranteed premium rate
of 5% every day interest. Each account is backed
by one of the nation's strongest banks. And is insured to $15,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation.
On Golden Passbook Accounts you start earning
5% every day interest right from the day of deposit. And money deposited for a full calendar
quarter (January 1-March 31; April 1-June 30; July

1-September 30; October 1-December 31) may be
withdrawn within 10 days of any completed calendar quarter.
Oh, yes. Opening deposit can be as little as $100.
And you can add to your account any time thereafter . . . Drop in at any office of First National
Bank today and open your Golden Passbook Account.
It's the nearest thing there is to having your very
own gold mine.
_

WITSI
•I ig
WITH THIS COUPON
•
1110115••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••

OEB'S

&?}are owned 100%

by William "Bill" Loeb

AfULL
sEma
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS 01. BANK
COOPPORMTION
1404Pwei,711114ESSEE MEMBER FWER44. Of POUT INSURANCt
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DAISY

BBB Warns Used Car

HELD OVER
3rd Big Weekl

Buyers On Junk Deals

lat Mid-South Sbowing!
'One of the best fib*
of the year" :
'Rex Reed N.Y. Times

Used car buyers are cau- The older the model the more
tioned by the Better Business likelihood there will: be need
Bureau to get all guaranties for repairs."
or warranties in writing at Aside from remembering that
most used autos are sold on
time of purchase.
J.B. Meyers, BBB executive an "as is" basis," Mr. Myers
vice president, said today that recommended that the prospecmany complaints are coming tive buyer hire a competent
into the BBB office daily from mechanic to check the car beauto buyers alleging the used fore purchase and make a test
auto they bought either won't run himself.
run a few days after purchase Also, watch for tell-t a 1 e
or is otherwise unsatisfactory. signs of steering wheel and
lie said complaints allege that "a bumpy ride".
efforts to get the seller to make "Kicking the tires doesn't
necessary repairs are to no tell you anything," Mr. Myers RECEIVES AIR MEDAL — U. S. Air Force First Lieut.
avail altho in many instances asserted. "You should first se- Daniel B. Brown, right, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown
of 1937 Quinn ave., Memphis, receives the Air Medal at
he has verbally committed lect a dealer you believe is reNakhon
Phnom Royal Thai AFB, Thailand, for air action in
himself to do so.
sponsible, and then follow
Mr. Myers said that without through with the other sugges- Southeast Asia. A C-123 Provider pilot, he was cited for
a written guarantee specifical- tions to protect yourself. No his outstanding airmanship and courage on successful and
ly saying what is guaranteed one can help you if you simply important missions under hazardous conditions. A 1961 gradand for how long, the buyer is don't assume some of the re- uate of Manassas High School, he attended the University
just "out of luck" in trying to sponsibility to assure satisfac- of Illinois and was graduated from Lane College. Lt. Col.
James C. Mitchell is pinning the medal on him (USAF
force the seller to do any- tion in your purchases."
Photo)
thing.
If the buyer refuses to pay
cation Corporation, which will train them.
PROVIDING JOBS — Union Protective Life
for the auto, he can be legally
At left is Michael Disitt, director of the
Insurance Company is providing jobs for
held for failure to honor his
Center, and Arnold Parks, deputy director
41 hard-core unemployed, and Harold Whacontract.
Some cheating usedat right.(Withers Photo)
lum, center, president of the firm is looking
ear dealers are known to sell
RAYMOND ST.JACQUES:
over plans with two officials of Delta F'du•
"junkers" knowing full well
RUBY DEE
The
Diamond
Sunbeam
Chapholding
the
given to the person
they won't run any length of
FRANK SILVERA
ter No. 18 will present an number to be pulled at a drawtime, and then if the buyer reROSCOE LEE BROWNE
evening of fashions on next
fuses to pay, they sue for posing. The person does not have
Sunday, April 20, at 3 p.m. in
VIZ`saJULIAN MAYFIELCC
session and compel the buyer
to be present to win.
to pay the difference between TUSCALOOSA, Ala. —Three the KlondYke Civic Clubhouse
glcs) Tx:14race :.pt
the amount he owes and what Stillman College students from at 943 Vollentine ave. The pub- Miss Verna Lewis is Sunbeam matron, and Miss Linda
the dealer is able to sell the Memphis, Tenn., have been lic is invited.
When former President John- them salaries while they learn- history and one of the city's car to another buyer.
Free Pari.ees Daily Aft49. 600 r.•
awarded top fellowships for A transistor radio will be Long secretary.
A OP11112111( OR OM,
son challenged the American ed skills which will make them leading young businessmen.
According to Mr. Myers, graduate study.
firm.
to
the
asset
business industry to attack the an
In providing jobs for the un- most complaints to the BBB
Recipients of the Danforth
problem of hard-core u n e m- The training period for these employed, Mr. Whalum says involve
t r ansmissions, and award are Miss Muriel Curry
ployment, in 50 of the coun- workers will last for an aver- the company is fulfilling part brake troubles.
of 1495 Compton, and Miss
try's largest cities, business re- age of about 200 hours.
of his father's dream of creat- "Of course any used car buy- Gloria C. Stewart of 904 Lathsponded by pledging to give Helping these workers quali- ing vocational and professional er should not expect a used
am. Both are Stillman scholars
permanent jobs to 165,000 per- fy for various starting positions opportunities for young black car to perform like a new one.
and are completed graudation
sons.
After all you always get what requirements in three years
with businesses, however, is men and women.
more.
and
no
for
One Memphis firm which the work of the Delta Educa- Union Protective operates in you pay
under an accelerated program
Baked In Memphis by Memphlons
agreed to participate in this tion Corporation, which is lo- the states of Tennessee and
of study.
. —.rushed rushed dolly to your big
program was the Union Pro- cated at 212 Madison ave.
Missouri and employs more
Hogue
Knott supermorket for
Miss Curry and Miss Stewart
maximum freshness.
tective Life Inssirance Company
INUIA‘
W
For the training of 41 future than 150.
will do their graduate study at
at 1234 Mississippi blvd.
• 110
411
a small company,
employees of Union Protec- From
the University of Wisconsin in
•
The 36-year-old Negro-owned tive, Delta Education Corpora- whose first officers served withMadison, Wisc. Miss Curry is
ilk, 0
business is pledged to supply tion obtained a contract for out salaries and lunched on hot
a graduate of Hamilton High
jobs for some 41 people. Two $152,581 from the U. S. Labor dogs and soft drinks, it has The annual spring concert and Miss Stewart attended B.T.
of these have been trained and Department.
grown into an Old. Line Legal of the Lester High School Jun- Washington.
1
are now on the job, and others Founded in 1933 by the late Reserve Company with finan- ior and Senior choirs, the sen- The third award winner from
1
will join the staff in t h e H. David Whalum, who was the cial reserves undergirding each ior band and gymnastics group Memphis is Stennis Trueman,
near future as agents, clerks, company's
president, policy in force.
first
will be presented in the school who received a fellowship from
,
and typists.
Union Protective Ade Insu r- At the end of 1968 Union Pro- gymnasium on next Sunday af- the University of Illinois. He
When Union Protective Life is now headed by one of the tective Life Insurance Com- ternoon at 5 p.m. The public will study English literature
Insurance Company agreed to ance is now beaded by one of pany had assets of $2,271,667, is invited.
and plans to secure the Ph.D.
employ 41 of the hard-core un- the founder's sons, Harold with $17 million of insurance
William G. Cowser is the di- He is a graduate of B. T. Washemployed, it agreed to pay Whalum, third presiden tin its in force.
rector of the band.
ington High.

JULES DASS.,IN;•

Fellowships Won

A

Fashion Show To Be Staged

By 3 Memphians
At Stillman

Union Protective Will Employ41

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis

Lester To Present
A Spring Concert

•AY

8 to
pkg.

BE A GROOVEY WINNER!

sc"or
No&

All54

am

9

274
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS
13;g "1 1/7-ile. ta old=h Loaf

HIci2g

p&a ctooffe

We Reserv• THe RIght

Ballard or Pillsbury

Lux Soap
Reg. Size Bar

Sacramento California

BISCUITS
Extra
37 '
37c .PEACHES
Light oz. Can
29 oz. Cans.
Trade Wind FISH
99
g. STICKS
Pre -Cooked
41111M11111111111111111MIONIMIIIM

4 for

29 I

Ma Brown Seedless
Black Berry Preserves
28 oz. 49
Open Pit Bar-B-Oue

Sunshine Hiho 10 oz. Pkg.

SAUCE
CRACKERS 29

44.10104

,,44101
:
111.4 -„4. ,.
—
liskoommariowr

18 Oz.

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
H & K Pure Veg.
Knife & Fork
Pride of III.
Cream Style White
SHORTENING
CUT
4 Limit
3 lb. Can 590
BEANS
CORN
29 oz.
Idaho Cinkle Cut
151/2 oz. Can 12
POTATOES 790 5 PalY lag
Morton
mega
Chicken or Beef-3 Course i•

DINNERS

Hefty Plastic

17 oz. 53c
GARBAGE
Bonus Dog Food
6 Limit

15V2 oz. Can
Fresh
BEEF

WMC FM100 TO AWARD CASH AND OTHER GROOVY
PRIZES TO LISTENERS WEARING GROOVY BUTTONS:
We got a groovey thing goint on WMC-FM100, and it means groovey prizes
for FM100 listeners! Just nick up your free FM100 Grorwey Button at any
of the groovey dealers listed below. Wear it rind you're eligible for prizes!
Everyone wearing a Groovey Button is a winner! Listen to WMC -FM100
for details!

WHERE TO PICK UP YOUR FREE GROOVEY BUTTON:
MC DONALD'S HAMBURGERS 1287 Summer Ave., 3132 Thomas. 4237 Hiway 51 S., 3068 S. Perkins Rd., 653 S. Highland and 5263 Poplar Ave.;
SEARS, Crosstown, Poplar and WhitehoYen; DIXIE MART, 3645 LWOW Ave. and 1230 N. Watkins; CORONDOL ET, 4400 Summer Ave. and 5475
Hiway 51 S.; POPLAR TUNES,306 Poplar Ave. and 4305 Summer AYe.;JULIUS LEWIS,In the Alley and Young Men's Shop, Midtown ond Eastgate;
LANSKY BROS.POPLAR SHOP; POPI'S RECORD ROOM, 543 S. Highland; THE OTHER SIDE, 515 S. Highland and 2119 Madison Aye; LOCAL
CeNTRY, City Center and Eastgote.

29c

TONGUE

BAG
25 Count 29C
Breast 0' Chicken
Light Chunk Style

TUNA
sih oz. Can

290

lb. 490

FLOUR
Plain or Self Risen
5 lb Bag 49c
Hogue

no

PORK
SAUSAGE
3 lb. Bag

1.25

Krispy Kreme Glazed
DONUTS
,14 oz Pkg 49c

HOGUE & KNOTT
4321 SUMMER

1378 KOLLY,WOOD
3511 PARK
1578

LAMAR

3384 N. THOMAS

973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

N
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A

to 1 P

9
6
9

4
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Dr. Dinkins To Need
Development Co.
Lowrouee & Wade, walked of the Development Company,
of Msereilleumble Development at the same time.
Compouiy, has mummeed his Freedom Center, owned
resignation as presidest of UN Metro-Memphis
Development
firm SO Ilersb Mere time to the Company. is tentatively scheddevelopmand of Trawies Caw uled to open about Jan. 1, 1970.
"Metro Memphis DevelopHe is beim; aseneaded in the Intent Company is extremely
poet by the lbw. Dr. Climbs L. fortunate to acquire the servMiklos, development direttor ices of Dr. Charles L. Dinkins
of lalittyst-Ousi College and as president," Mr. Wade said,
peeler if First Baptist Minh "Dr. Dinkins brings to the comLauderdale.
pany a rich background of ad**My reason ler resigning is ministrative experience as well
se Gist I can devote time to as interest in developing econoweeldeg Isla the development mic opportunity for minority
el beim millorptises winthin:businessmen."
F1.11161111 Caster,- Mr. Wade
Also elected as new officers
explained.
and directors of Metro-MernHe said that is kvitally im• phis Development Company are
portant that the business oper- Jack Scharff, vice president and
ating within the Center be suc- vice chairman of the board; Olcessful enterprises 11 the Cen- iver Johnson, secretary: Forest
ter itself is to be a success.
Jenkins, treasurer; John Henry
Under rules of the Small George, Mel G. Grinspan, LarAdministration, no ry Turner, Atty. John Walt and
Business
person may serve as a Dr. Linkwood Williams.
manager of advisor to the Leonard J. Small and Marvin
businesses in the Center and Ratner will continue as direcserve as as officer or director tors of the company.

Memorial Program Will

Atlanta Woman
To Give Address
At First Baptist
First Baptist Church Lauderdale will climax Women's Day
activities on Sunday, April 27,
with an address by Mrs. Esther M. Smith of Atlanta, field
representative for the Foreign
Mission Bureau of the Progressive National Baptist Convention. She will speak at 3 p.m.
A native of Thomasville, Ga.,
she studied at Albany and
Fort Valley State Colleges and •
did special study in the field of
YWCA work in Chicago.
Mrs. Smith is a member ot
the staff of the Georgia Heart
Association, and since 1950 has
worked with the Foreign Mission Agency.

PLANNING FOR CONCERT — The Gilfield Baptist Youth Choir will be
represented in concert on Sunday night, April 27 at 8 p.m. in the church at
Pleasant Ridge rd. in Arlington, Tenn., and the public is invited. Miss A.
Willis is president of the choir, Miss Eddie Jean Newbren secretary, Ray-

mond Brewer director. Mrs. Josie Carmichael youth choir supervisor, Mrs.
Bessie McKinsie general director, and Mrs. Bernice Jackson pianist. The
Rev. H. D. Carmichael is pastor of the church.

Christian
Service Club
Plans Musical

Youth Day Planned
At Norris Baptist

_

29

ulai

CRAf TMARK

4" NYLON BRUSH

METAL
CANVAS

r

7" paint roller
with comfortgrip handle: metal slant pan.

67,

4

end

, ,

4 SAFE-T PLATFORM LADDER
Light.sturdy aluminum alloy with
self-centering
platform, nonskid rubber feet. Rog. $1 2.99
Folds-up.

97

77c

SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.
ESTIMATES FREE
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Lightweight.
easy to handle;
uses easy-insert
disposable cartridges.

CAULKING CARTRIDGES
Easy-insert; disposable caulking compound cartridges.

LATEX EXTERIOR
HOUSE PAINT
CRAFTMARK

77c
4,0,97c

DROP FORGED TUBULAR
CLAW HAMMER
137

EXTERIOR LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

*MITE

7-70 WTI

SUDRICCI
IPLT
E°
SSne
WALL PAINT

97 SurfaTonef 97
gal.

gal.
FLAT

Rep. $4.99
Fast-drying fine
quality won't fade,
resists mildew.
Use on almost any
surface. White.

WALL FINISH
T-70 WHIT!
'84Po*TEX cwiLIP

Reg. $4.99
Quick and easy to
peintson perfectly
without drips or
runs. New fashion
colors.

Your Choice

$

Reg
52 79

4-PC. SCREW DRIVER SET

137 Reg

-

4 PC.SET

26" HAND SAW

.

177

Reg
$229

'
FLOOR COVERINGS
RUGS, CARPETS
HARD SURFACE

... 11--Ilhitill Illi7.1 ^

A7.A.11
'if 11N-C 1 E. h. ,..-',/,/ r- I IFAI , f !. 1

Tel. 2164431

for

$7 89

•-• ,
.i ..
. 4
.
. 5. P i-.....,.
.
•
.
-., •
.
.,

I w Li Ams
216 S. Patil;. 1

Odorless, it dries in minutes, and 1 coat
covers plaster, wallpaper, plywood,
brick. Lab tested quality homogenized
vinyl in assorted flat colors.

)14,
HAND TOOLS

IASY TERMS
WINDOW SHADES
VENETIAN & VERTICAL
BLINDS

Reg. $2.99

CRAFIMARK

Reg 98c

1

,1 , ,

LOWEST PRICES
SUPERIOR TAILORING

gal.

SPRAY ENAMEL
Crattmark®
all
quick-dry colors,
14 ozs.

CAULKING GUN

,

1

47

ollon

•FOr Plaster, weitoard,.411P6r11'
*wood bock n =lents
•Dfle ,n minutes loavos no 40
Of brush -marks
•One cost ahem Easy $ow)
*akar dem-up.

TOOLS

'—

SUPERIOR QUALITY—LOW PRICE— UNEXCELLIO
WORKMANSHIP—EASIIST TERMS—QUICK SERVICE
fist ESTIMATES WITHOUT OSLIGATION

DRAPERIES
SLIP COVERS

1

Reg. 99c

PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY

, 1

BeautOtt-Cisatoon Made

WHITE

A

•

•.•

WALL PAINT

VINYL LATEX
FLAT
WALL PAINT

ROLLER AND TRAY

Craftmarke
quality for exte.g
nor painting,
durable. easy.
clean.
Reg. $1.98

Reg. 39c each

AWNIINGS!/-

HOMOGENIZED
VINYL LATEX
HOMOGENIZED

• 8 OZ. CLAW HAMMER
•6" SLIP JOINT PLIERS
• COPING SAW WITH BLADES
.9" ALUMINUM TORPEDO LEVEL
• 4-IN-1 SCREW DRIVER SET
• UTILITY KNIFE
• DRAIN CLEANER
• 25 ASSORTED SANDING DISCS
• 3 PC. SHARPENING STONE SET
• 11 PC. HEX WRENCH SET
• 50 PC. PEG HOOKS

_
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

101KRESS

OD

ingi

The Rev. Dr. Charles L.
Dinkins is pastor of First Baptist.

CRAFTMARK
Reg.
39c

Heavyweight plastic.

Rul
gre
eat
late
My:
fly
Ilan
era:
ties
tate
whc

givi
tati
Mn
wid
Mei
Lur
orii

HOME SAVING VALUES
9' x 12' DROP CLOTH

whi
the
tail

She has taught courses on
missions in the National Sunday School and BTU Congress.
She is a member of the Ebenezer Baptist Church, pastored
by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Sr., and president of its
February Club.

Honor Willie Becton
A memorial service honor- "Just As An Eagle" by the
lug the late Mr. Willie Becton Majestic Soft Singers: "He's
will be held next Sunday after- Worthy," by Morris Special,
noon at 2:30 p.m. at the Pil- and remarks by the Rev. W.
grim Baptist Church at Sec- Herbert Brewster.
ond and Looney. The public is Also included will
be "Old
vited.
Land Mark" by the BrewsterMr. Becton was a member of sires, "Hide Me in Thy Bosa popular singing group, and om" by the Heavenly Traveldied in a truck accident on ers, and "He is Using Me" by
April 11. 1967.
the Choraletters.
Following a processional by Selections on the second half
members of the United Singing of the program will be "How
Union and the Mt. Pleasant Far I Am" by the Union ChorMale Chorus, a devotion will us, "In Glory Land" by the
be led by Mrs. Louise Walker. Veteran Jubilee, a poem, "He
The Union Chorus will lead Knows the Way," by Mrs. M.
out in 10 minutes of inspira- Davis. "Go Dow n Moses,"
tional singing.
by the Seventh Street Special,
The program will have the "Walk on by Faith." by Mrs.
Mt. Pleasant Male Chorus sing- L. Spice, and remarks by A.
ing "These Are They:" the Kelly.
Spiritual Pilgrims presenting, And "He Works That Way"
"Tbe Lord is Blessing Me;" by Mrs. Fondren and Mr.
remarks by Franklin Arnold; Royston, "He Blesses Me,"
by the Well Spirituals, with
closing remarks by the Revs.
J.W. Warford and W. T. Brewster.
Mrs. D. Robinson, Miss M.A.
Thornton and R. Royston are
on the program committee, and
H. Bell, W. Rogers and 0. Rice
on the finance committee. Publicity was carried out by the
United Singing Union. with
Mrs. L. Warlord chairman,
Mrs. A. Thornton, co-c h a i rThe Christian Service Club an; Miss M. A. Thornton,
will present their annual musi- secretary; Mrs. M. Stewart,
cal program next Sunday after- assistant secretary. W. Rogers
noon. April 20, in Grace Bap- president, and W. Harris, matist Church at Manassas and age r.
Firestone, beginning at 3 p.m.
The Terry Singers and the
Christian Women's Chorus will
be among the singing groups
presented.
Devotion will be led by Mrs.
Celestine Williams. a member
Annual Youth Day will be obof Olivet Baptist Church, a n d served at the Norris Avenue
Mrs. V. Jennings, of Pleasant
Church at 1437 Norris
Green Baptist Church, will be Baptist
ave., on Sunday. April 20, at 3
mistress of ceremonies.
Mrs. Lavera Albrooks is pro- p.m.
gram chairman, and Mrs. Bet- Miss Ducie Onidas is youthi
ties Dotson presideat of the president, and Mrs, Ida Nelson!
'youth director.
club.
Mrs. Willie Ada Clark is club Rev. S. L. Veasey is pastor
reporter.
of the church.
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Curtain Rises Thursday

Arkansas Airman Gets

On Washington's Ballet

DFC And An Air Medal

Booker 1' Washington High The 1969 Ballet is under the
School's famed "Ballet" will direction of a committee of
be presented Thursday night. Washington High faculty memApril 17th, in the South Hall of bers, led by Mrs. Arvene Gunn,
Ellis Auditorium, according to physical education teacher.
J. D. Springer, principal of the The
curtain will rise for
city's older predominantly Ne- Thursday night's
show at 730
gro high school.
p.m. Admission is one-dollar in
The "Ballet" is a talent show advance and $1.25 at the door.
which has produced many of Proceeds are used to help
the best-known Negro enter- support various school extratainment stars in the nation. curricular activities.
Washington products include
Rufus Thomas, former blues
great Gatemouth Moore, Phineas Newborn, jazz pianist, the
late Buster Bailey, clarinetist;
Myrtle Chaplain, dancer; "Funny Bones", comedian; A.C.Willlama and Robert Thomas, veteran Memphis radio personalities, and dozens of other entertainers throughout the country The Senior Citizens of Memwho first "touched the boards" phis will celebrate the fifth anon the stage of Booker Wash- niversary of the organization
ington High School.
during a display of crafts and
The "Ballett" was the name an observance at the Gaston
given to the amateur presen- Community Center on Thurstation by former Memphian, day. April 24, at 1 p m.
Mrs. Crystal Tully Lunceford, The Rev. Kenneth Whalum
widow of the late
tam o u s will be the guest speaker. He
Memphis jazz-man Jimmy is pastor of Olivet Baptist
Lunceford. The show features Church. Refreshments will be
original dances, traditional and served. The public is invited.
modern, arrangements of pop- Mrs. Dorothy Boyd is group
ular songs, and dramatic skits. leader.

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
As a result of his actions a
U. S. Air Force Technical Ser- large and
very significant
geant Roy L. Vaughn, son of arms cache was discovered.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland, Sergeant
Vaughn's Air Medal
Vaughn Sr.. Rt. 2, Earle, Ark. was
for his outstanding airhas been decorated with the manship
and courage on other
Distinguished Flying Cross
successful and important mis(DFC) and his second award sions
completed under hazardof the Air Medal for air action ous
conditions including the
in Southeast Asia.
continuous possibility of enemy
Sergeant Vaughn received the ground fire.
DFC for extraordinary achievement as an EC-47 Skytrain He was presented the medals
flight engineer near Pleiku. at Mather AFB, Calif., where
While his aircraft was maneuv- he is now serving as an airered within close range of craft maintenance technician in
enemy positions and possible a unit of the Air Training Comground fire the sergeant help- mand.
ed locate with pinpoint accura- The sergeant's wife Barbara
cy targets which were identi- is the daughter of Bart T.
fied as elements of enemy forc- Smith 3018 Indiana Ave. Nashes.
ville Tenn.

Senior Citizens
Plan Celebration

BABY CONTEST WINNERS — The Anna S. Church Temple No. 695 of the IBPOEW presented a Pre-St. Patrick's Day Baby Contest at the Elks' headquarters on
Beale Street recently, and reported a successful endeavor,

Winning babies, from left, are Carlos Nelson, third prize;
Donna Elrod, second prize; Angela North, first prize;
Randy Nelson, sixth prize; and Ronda Walker, fourth
prize. Not shown is the fifth prize w Inner, Eric Bailey.

KRESS
73rd ANNIVERSARY

GETS TWO MEDALS — U. S. Air Force Technical Sergeant Roy L. Vaughn, right, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Vaughn, Sr., of Route 2, Earle, Ark., is decorated
with the Distinguished Flying Cross and the Air Medal at
Mather AFB Calif., by Col. James A. Wilson, 35351th Navigator Training Wing Commander. (USAF Photo)

Murray Reid
Pepsi Salesman
Of The Year

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS...ENDS SATURDAY, APRIL 19
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YARN HAIR TIES
Twelve assorted
bright colors in
thick acrylic yarn;
each one 42" long.

11

C Pitg'
Reg
$1.00

PETITE
"NO-PINCH" EARRINGS

MurrayReid, a salesman
with the Pepsi-Cola Company
for the past six years, has
been named "salesman of the
year."
One of the first black salesman for the, company, he is a
veteran of the U.S. Air Force.
Mr. Reid was a student at
Hamilton High School before
entering service in 1951. He
completed requirements for a
diploma while in the A i r
Force and later studied at the
University of Alaska.
He is a member of the
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
Church and lives with his mother, Mrs. Johnella Claybome
at 544 E. McKellar ave.

1187
1

Rag.
99!
pair

Durable quality portable
window fan has quiet
heavy-day motor. High
and low Cooling speeds.

EXCEIR
AUTOMATIC

EXCELLA
1 year
Replacement
Guarantee

IRON

5

97

IMPORTED SUNGLASSES
From Italy — big
rounds, wraps, oval
frames in lavender,
pink, black. Soft-tint
or classic dark lenses.

9icR2$0eog.

SHEER CHIFFON SCARFS
Pastel florals, geometric!, or paisleys
on fine rayon chiffon
oblongs or 28'
squares.

6icrz,

peg.
$7.99

ture, wide heat range for doing all your dry ironing
smoothly.

1

each
Rag $1.99

First quality
nude heel 2-pair
'Budget Pack'.
Seamless mesh2
In fashion colors;
sizes 81/2 to 11.

7,...

$1.19

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

(01 KRESS)

Pastel or white
Dacron/cotton half
slips with dainty lace
or embroidery trim.
Sizes S-M-L.

8Ic

MURRAY REID

A young contralto, Miss Linda Harrel, will be presented in
recital at the Wilson Chapel
AME Church next Sunday, April
20. at 5 p. m.
The church is located at 80
East Shelby Drive, and the public is invited to come out and
hear the promising young artist. The recital is being sponsored by one of the clubs of
the church.
Accompanying Miss Harrel
will be Mrs. Bernice Leatherwood, a teacher at Cypress Junier High School and organist for
First Baptist Church Chelsea.
The young singer is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Harrel. Sr.. of 1368 Breedlove st.,
and a junior at Manassas High
School.
She is a member of Antioch
Baptist Church.

21
/
2 lb. lightweight has

57

PERMA PRESS HALF SUPS

Will Sing At

fingertip control of tempera-

FIBERBOARD
STORAGE CHESTS

SEAMLESS MESH NYLONS

Linda Harrel
Wilson Chapel

e.g9.9
$R17

Spring enamels
and simulated
pearls or sparklers
in bob or drop2
style; all with nopinch friction clip.
2 pre. on card.

LINDA HARREL

Reinforced fiberboard with
snug-fit cover, strong handles, wood-graining. All
purpose chest is 2.8"z16%-z
14", under-bed chest is 3S-ic
18"x16%".

USE KRESS LAYAWAY,BANK—AMERICARD or MASTER CHARGE

DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS-9 NO. MAIN STREET
LAURELWOOD SHOPPING CTR.-426 S. GROVE PARK RD.
3197 AUSTIN PEAY HIGHWAY

RAILROAD
SWITCHMEN
L&N Railroad has positions
open for switchmen in Memphis.
No experience necessary; onthe-job training with.pay. Must
be 21 years of age, have high
school diploma and be in excellent condition, including
20/20 uncorrected vision, and
desire outside work. Must be
draft free, other than 4-F. For
further information and interview appointment, write M.D.
Chamberlain, L & N Railroad
Company, P.O. Box 8583, Nashville, Tennessee 37211.
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Breakfast For Milady To Be Held April 26
Week, fo,
Prizes, awards and gifts! Beautiful corsages will be tivity of May
ladies
25
first
The MothMothers.
the
attention on
characterize the annual pre-i awarded to
sentation of Breakfast for Mi- to arrive. This traditional event er Of the Year will be announclady by Delta Sigma Theta has been the inspiration for ed at that time. Scholarships
Sorority which will be held thisi ladies to wear their most beauwill be awarded to worthy senyear on Saturday, April 26 tiful or most unusual hats as
.giving
.
.
prizes
from local high schools,
ion
for
view
they
from 10 a.m. to noon at the
the room the effect of a fra- and Junior Miss of 1969 will
Chisea-Plaza Motel.
grant flower garden.
' be presented.
In addition to quick service
Breakfast
of a delicious hot breaktast, Too, it is only at
r$3.00 at the door. Mrs. Charthe Alumnae chapter has plan- for Milady that so many ladies lene Turner is general ciot!r
ned a fast paced program will admit their ages. revealiman and Breakfast chairmen
vvhich will be highlighted by a their weight, their shoe sizes. are: Mrs. Fredericka Hodges
fashion show featuring styles!and a variety of other intimate and Mrs. Pearl Bruce. Mrs.
Mattie Crossley is president of
for the heavier figure. by the vital statistics.
Bunny Shoppe on Union.
The occasion, a major ac- the Alumnae chapter.

DELTA MAY WEEK CHAIRMEN met recently at the
residence of Mrs. Fredricks Hodges, to finalize plans for
right,
the May Week activities, April 26-May 4. Left to
seated: Mrs. Jessie McNeely, Mothers of deceased sorors:
Mrs. Claudia Foster. Charity projects; Mrs. Donna Jones,
Sunday Forum, WDIA: Mrs. Charlene Turner, General
chairman; Mrs. Fredricka Hodges, Breakfast; Mrs. Emogene Wilson, publicity; Mrs. Myrtle Hentrel, Worship Hour.
Standing (same order) Mrs. Josephine Bridges, Prize s;
Mrs. Maggie McDowell, Mother of the Year; Mrs. Mable
Burchfield, Souvenir booklet; Miss Barbara Mull, Junior
Miss; and Mrs. Margaret Wilburn, Charm Clinic.

PROTECT YOUR FURNITURE the modern way with attractive
custom-, *Tide plastic covers from PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER
CO., %3229Summer Ave. in Memphis. Mr.. and Mrs. Theodore Branch,
pictured above with their young son Gordon, use these convenient
zip-on covers to protect the furniture in their lovely home at 2855
Nathan from the wear and tear of everyday use. We offer you a choice
of clear plastic or one of the new color tints now available. Covers are
cut and fitted in your own home with craftsmanship and material
guaranteed. Call 4524541 for a free estimate from PROTECTIVE
PLASTIC COVER CO., 3229 Summer Ave. Budget terms available,
BankAmericard accepted.

K. Gibson And D. Cox Cotton Makers' King And Queen
vocalist was by the Dynamics, a wellThe accent was on youth in ents, Rev, and Mrs. W. H. lives at 1447 Pillow and is a Geeter High School, a
known Memphis combo.
teacher.
the selection of the 1969 Cotton Cox, at 3046 McAdoo. An ele- Elks' "Miss America" contest. and kindergarten
Plantbuffet
Union
On the Selection Committee
at
worker
the
for
clerical
at
major
Toastmaster
Makers Jubilee adult royalty mentary education
chairman;
on last Friday night during a LeMoyne-Owen College, she ers Bank. He is an amateur dinner was Clyde Venson, an were Clyde Venson,
Lindsay,
Willie
Shavers,
Atof
Leroy
office
vocalist.
Miss
and
poet
the
Memphis,"
in
buffet
investigator
"Miss
Queen
and
was
King
Jubilee
RichardJohn
Cowan,
Charles
and
Canale,
at Robilio's Restaurant with Tennessee" of the Beale Street Crown princess Norma Jean ty. General Phil
and Maurice Spruille.
some 200 persons present.
Mr. Partee, the crown prince, Patton is like the king and nephew of Dr. Venson. Music son
succession
A sister-brother
was noted when Kenneth John
Gibson, 20 , was named this
year's adult king by the Royalty Selection Committee. His
sister, Miss Lois Gibson, was
the 1967 queen. There was no
• Southgate, Third ot Betz
..Whirehaven Plaza • Northgats—Frayser 'Quince at Perkins
•Linner—Airways
Cotton Makers Jubilee in 1968
after the slaying of the Rev.
Jackson
• Bellevur at McLemore • N. Parkway at Thomas •3975
•Summer Av.. at Holmes
•liark at Highland
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Miss Dorothy Jean Cox, a
19-year-old LeMoyne-Owen College sophomore, was named
the 1969 Jubilee queen.
Elroy Partee has been named the Jubilee crown prince
and Miss Norma Jean Patton
is the princess. They will head
the royal court and accompany
the king and queen in thel
round of Jubilee events planned.
A feature of the dinner was
an address by Criminal Court,
Judge C. Odell Horton, who
said, "there is a great need for
the expansion of the minds of
today's youth, and particularly
among young Negroes."
He pointed out that opportunities for youth are here, but
that there is a need for more
preparation on the part of youth
to be ready to accept these opportunities, or "all else is nothing of last value and importance,"
Mayor Henry Loeb was present for a few minutes at the
• JAMAICA LENGTH
• COTTON BROADCLOTHS
dinner.
Dr. R. Q. Venson, founder
OR KNITS
'COTTON DENIMS TWILLS
and executive director of the
Jubilee Association, recalled
BUTTON•
OR
• REGULAR
& POPLINS
some of the high points of the
COLLARS;
DOWN
celebration, which was first
•PRETTY PLAIDS, PRINTS
launched in 1936 He said its
NECK OR
STRIPES & SOLID
objectives were to emphasize
STYLES
CREW
some of the best points in the
COLORS
history and contributions of
the Negro, to sell Memphis as
•SIZES 8 TO 18
a place of good abode, and to
emphasize cotton as a major
staple in the economy of the
Mid-South.
Mrs. Venson introduced the
special guests, 'which included
Mr. and Mrs. George LaManna, Atty, A. A. Latting, Miss
Myrtis Ewell, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Satterfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Lee Nelson, Eddie
Hayes. who was the first Jubilee king; his daughter, Miss
• 65% POLYESTER, 35%
•OUALITY CONSTRUCTION
Carlotta Hayes; Frank Miles,
COTTON, NEVER NEEDS
FOR PROPER FIT
vice president of Cook IndusIRONING
tries; David Finley, Cook per'FULL SPONGE HEEL-TO sonnel director; Leonard Mitchell, Memphis Beale Street
.SELF COLLAR, TWO
TOE CUSHIONING
Elks and civic leader. Mrs. C.
POCKETS
0. Horton, Jean Paul Wren,
• BLUE, WHITE, RED
and Judge Bernie Weinman
.CHOICE OF COLORS
and Mrs. Weinman.
12
'SIZES 5 TO 12, 12 /
Mr. Gibson, this year's king,
• SIZES S,M,L,XL
TO 3
is an automotive technician
by training. An honor graduate
of Geeter High School, he woo
special recognition in a competitive program staged by
General Motors for local high
school mechanical students. A
member of a well-known gospel singing family, he is an
organist and guitar player. A
Firestone worker, he lives with
1.00
his mother, Mrs. Agnes Gibson, at 1433 S. Third st.
•100% COTTON OR
'KEEP DRINKS HOT OR
Miss Cox lives with her par-
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SEE AND PLAY
TV'S NEWEST GAME
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$100
WINNER
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Mrs.
Lola
Malone
1252 Weis

1st Race
2nd. Race
3rd. Race
4th. Race
5th. Race

Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner

Receives $2
Receives $5
Receives $10
Receives $100
Receives $500

Plus...Now
2ed. Place Winners In
Each Race Now Receive
$1 Cask. More Winners
Than Ever!
41,
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Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Drees at Florida's
beautiful Tropical Park for five
complete thoroughbred races
every week. For a chance to
WIN one of the hundreds of
BIG CASH PRIZES awarded
in this area for eacA show,get
your FREE Game Card at....

Channel 5
WMC TV
SATURDAY
7 P.M.
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KENTSATIONAL BARGAINS!

Ladies' Shorts
1.00

MOCKTUTLE
NECK

-CRIS 1 T120

Kids' Tennis Shoes
1.00 pr.

Jackets
Men's
pp
4.00

Boys' Pajamas
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Everyone has "FUN AT THE RACES"
In Color
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Buy U.S.
Bonds

,
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RAYON AND COTTON

.* .STY110FOAM OUTSIDE
WITH Pi ASTIC LINING

•SHORT-SLEEVE, KNEE
LENGTH STYLES

•11/7 GALLON SIZE

'GRIPPER FASTENERS

•!PnUlDER POUR SPOUT
PLASTIC HANDLE
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BY LOUIS MARTIN
My learned Nigerian friend who has become a
keen student of American affairs, Dr. S. 0. Onabanjo,
is disturbed by the treatment given Tom Mboya of
Kenya who spoke recently in Harlem.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue,
York 17, N.Y.

It seems that some Harlem brothers came close to clobbering the Ken-

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

ya statesman because he suggested that
American Negroes stay in America and
work out their own salvation rather
than try to migrate to Africa.
"You black Americans," Dr. Onabanjo told me, "are not Africans and
we Africans have enough trouble trying
to help our own people. Now if black
Americans can give us money and techLoeb Maras
nical assistance as the American Jews
provide for Israel, there would be no problem. But the
few black Americans who have money and technical
skills do not seem to be interested in coming to assist us."

The Fight On Poverty
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Presdent Nixon's special adviser on urban affairs, told a television audience in 27 cities that prjvate volunteers working at the local level
could do more to fight poverty than
the federal government. He said the
Administration
was
extremely
serious about such volunteer effort
Moynihan recalled that 20
years ago those who urged grassroots activities in place of the federal government actually wanted
to do nothing about the problems
involved. But he said there has been
a profound change and that there
was now a growing feeling that the
national government "is not very
good at delivering services" and
that private organizations can do
better.
This sounds like a subterfuge
to dump a responsibility that belongs rightfully to the government
and put it on the backs of private
sectors. Dr. Moynihan's authoriative explanation must be taken as
an official declaration of Mr.
Nixon's intention to back away
from the war on poverty which was
a major concern of the Johnson
Administration.
The effort to parcel out various
aspects of the Office of Economic
".' Opportunity to other agencies of the
federal government is a devious
way of phasing it out. Such a decision is in conformity with Mr.
Nixon's own design. Throughout the

government is pouring billions into
its foreign aid programs without
batting an eye. It argues stoutly
in defense of this largeness. Moreover, it is spending some 33 billion
dollars a year to carry on a foolish
war in Vietnam. Less than half of
this amount stretched through a
five-year period would go along way
toward eradication of slums and its
accompanying poverty in the United
States.
There can be no peace on the
home front, no stability in the
social order without an honest and
detremined attempt at relieving anxieties, deprivation and wants of
the masses, particularly the black
masses.
Presidential campaign, last summer
and fall, he studiously avoided any
significant allusion to the war on
poverty.
He was 'careful enough not to
commit himself to a program for
which he nurtured no great sympathy. What then does Mr. Nixon
mean by "going forward together?"
Is it a rhetorical stance intended
only for the rich and politicians of
various persuasions?
It is evident that he does not
'mean to fight for legislative proposals that would raise the people of the black slums out the mire
of poverty. Dr. Moynihan was begging the question when he said that
"government is not very good at delivering services." T h e federal

The Packard Decision
If Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard's interpretation of the rules established by the
Office of Federal Cont'oct Compliance is just and proper, then there
• is no question as to where the Nixon Administration stands on the issue of employment discrimination.
Packard's award of a $9-million contract to three Southern textile firms which discriminate
against Negroes is tangible evidence of the pattern of action to be
expected not only from the Defense
• Department but as well from other
agencies of the federal government.
It goes without saying that
7 Mr. Packard would not have dared
to pursue such a course without the
consent of his superiors. The award
not a mere violation of precedent

established by the Johnson Administration, it is a sorrowful warning
that henceforth no defense contract
will be withheld from firms that
discriminate against Negroes.
The awards were made against
the recommendations of civil
rights officials in the Pentagon and
over the objections of the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance. Moreover, the'1964 Civil Rights Act specifically forbids racial bias in employment.
Not only contract compliance
procedures have been ignored by
the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
the whole concept of fair employment opportunity has been dealt a
severe blow. Packard's decision has
left the compliance program dead.

A Negro For President?
Just eleven years ago in 1958,
the first public opinion probing
of sentiment about a Negro for
President of the United States was
recorded. Only 38 per cent of all
adults interviewed said they would
vote for a qualified Negro to occupy
the White House.
A new nationwide survey
shows that 67 per cent of the
American people would vote for a
Negro President, the Gallup Poll
has just reported. This survey was
conducted March 14 through March
17 in more than 300 localities
across the nation selected by probability sampling methods.
A total of 1514 adults were
interviewed in person by trained
field workers. The results of this
probing would tend to inspire the
conclusion that race prejudice is
on the wane and that the American
people as a whole are reaching the

kind of emotional maturity that
might insure survival of democracy
as a way of life.
Against the probability of a
black man as the nation's Chief
Executive are mountains of difficulties which must be taken into account. For, public sentiment is one
thing, political party decision is
quite another. If the party bosses
continue their underdemocratic
grip on their captive members, the
people's choice, as usual, will not
be respected.
Until the Negro is able to control party caucuses and national
committees, he won't reach the
first base as a Presidential candidate. He won't even get the nomination. Though events might
alter the present pattern of political behavior, the plain truth is that
election of a Negro as President is
yet a very remote dream.

Dr. Onabanjo seemed considerably upset. He continued: "You have many wonderful black orators but
we don't need any oratory. We need scientists, teachers, manufacturers, tool and die makers, electricians,
plumbers, physicians, dentists, bricklayers, carpenters, and highly skilled helpers."

MY VIEW

Roland Hayes And Ralph McGill
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
A few nights ago I heard Roland Hayes sing. Within a few
months he will be 82 years old. Mr.
& Mrs. Butler Henderson, Sadie
and I drove from Atlanta to Berry
College, near
Rome, to
hear the
famous man
Sing again.
with all
d u e respect
to other
great artists,
Roland
Hayes' singing moves me
as no other
singer. There
is a spiritual
tone in his
voice that
moves me
Benjomin Mays
greatly, even
at 81.
It is too bad that this generation of students will never know
persons like Roland Hayes and
Marion Anderson—two of the
greatest singing voices of this century. Advancing years have taken
them from the college scene. Too
bad. I wish our colleges would arrange for persons like Hayes and
Anderson to visit their campuses
for a few days and talk informally
with students.
It was mighty fine of President John Bertrand of Berry College to invite Hayes to return
home. Hayes was born about twenty miles from Rome. He has often
sang at Berry College but I believe
that the people at the college want
Hayes to come to Berry not only
because he is a great artist but also
because of what happened to Hayes
in Rome many years ago. He was
manhandled and beaten in Rome becanse of an incident that happened

in a store. He had done nothing at

all to warrant what was done to
him, but he was a black man so the
prejudice whites jumped on him.
It was a delight hearing Hayes sing
agin. He had a fine appreciative
audience. People came from the college community and from distances
around. A representative group
drove 70 miles from Atlanta to
hear the famous man. President
and Mrs. John Bertrand were the
perfect host and hostess.
Ralph McGill, our great editor,
had great admiration and respect
for Roland Hayes. Whenever he
sang at Morehouse, McGill was
there. McGill died February 3,
1969. He wanted so much to hear
Hayes sing at Berry College on
March 28 but a previous engagement with death kept him away.
The letter which follows (used
with the permission of President
Bertrand) is perhaps one of
McGill's last letters in which he expresses regret why he would be unable to hear Hayes on the night of
March 28:
Dear President Bertrand:
Mrs. McGill and I are most
grateful for your invitation to attend the Roland Hayes concert at
Berry School on the evening of
March 28. We are made sad by the
fact that we must be in New York
City at that time. Otherwise, we
certainly would be on hand.
I long have had a deep affection and great respect for Roland
Hayes. I think of him often and
frequently pick up his book, Angel
Mo," and read portions of it over
again. He is one of our great men
and I deeply wish I could be present.
I am taking the liberty of
sending him a copy of this letter.
Sincerely yours,
Ralph McGill

LgIETwo IR® in@ N[Di ETE2
mutiny from which they can gation and were subsequently
Dear Editor:
Forty-one courageous Negro find moral and material sup- recognized officially by the NaMississippians - including the port. First, they have register- tional Democratic Party. Since
civil rights leader Char les ed to vote in substantial num- then, for example, Charles EvEvers - are challenging the po- bers - and in the face of con- ers has served as the Demolitical system of their state on siderable harassment - through- cratic National Committeeman
out the state. In most of the from Mississippi. Finally, deMay 13th.
On that day, local primary fourteen counties where con- cent whites across the nation
elections are being held, tests are taking place, Negroes have joined hands to support
whites. their campaign for justice and
throughout the state in accord- already out-register
ance with custom and state;Second, during the past three grass roots democracy.
law. But this year, an unprece- years they have conducted a On behalf of these *dedicated
dented challenge is being made number of successful political men and women, I am proud
by determined black men and campaigns for the State Legi- to seek your financial help to
women in fourteen counties of slature, County
Supervisor, enable them to mount effective
Mississippi. Backed by thous- School Boards, and so forth, campaigns both in the May
ands of Negroes who have regi- not to mention Charles Evers' 13th primary and in the runstered to vote during the past historic race for Congress one offs, where necessary, a month
few years, these forty-one Ne- year ago. Third, they have later. Please contribute as gengroes are, for the first time, succedeed in welding a work- erously as possible. .It will be a
contesting for the offices of able coalition with liberal whit sol,nd investment in future
Mayor, City Councilman, Ald- es, trade unionists and students democracy and in the cause of
erman, To w n Marshall a n d which resulted in their dra- justice.
Commissioner.
EVERS CAMPAIGN FUND
matic victory at the Chicago
Cl PAUL H. DOUGLAS
But the Negroes of Mississip- Democratic Convention, when
FAYETTE, MISS.
pi now have a larger corn- they replaced the racist dele-

I finally interrupted Dr. Onabanjo to tell him
about the new wave of student interest in black studies and African history. After a few moments Dr.
Onabanjo responded: "You black Americans are trying to find a past and we Africans are trying to find
a future."
He added: "Of course, I understand the psychological needs of black Americans and I do not want
to deal harshly with their needs. It is a pity you cannot ignore the white man."
I pointed out that considering the realities of
American life, his suggestion did not seem very
bright. This set him off again as follows:
"All you black Americans seem to do is react to
the white man. You react instead of act. If all the
whites in America dropped dead tonight, you would
be confounded tomorrow. The only practical people
you seem too be developing are those Muslims. They
have some strange beliefs but at least they are practical about meeting basic needs."
Before I could comment he rushed on: —This is
a cruel world we live in. You blacks have permitted
white Americans to paralyze your minds. It is almost witchcraft. Instead of crowding the public libraries to learn from all those millions of free books,
your young people are drowning their sorrows in pot,
sex and hooliganism. In areas where you do have
good educational opportunities, instead of mastering
the arts and sciences you are trying to impress
whites with your blackness or with your clothes or
your hairdos. In cold reality you are obsessed with
psychic retaliations against the white man. The
white students snub you and you spend your time trying to figure out how to snub them back. You are
playing the white man's game all the time. You are
obsessed with getting even with whitey, as you call
him."
I told Dr. Onabanjo that many black students
were seriously at work mastering their subjects and
not all of them were psychologically crippled as he
suggested. He brushed this off and continued:
"I know that the white man has been and re-,
mains the great oppressor in your society. He wants
to keep you as a subject, colonial people. I understand this mentality.
"The only way for him to do that, however, is to
keep you ignorant, poor and helpless. Thus when you
fail to take advantage of every opportunity to get an
education, to become skilled, to mobilize your economic and political resources, you are playing into his
hands.
"My argument is very simple. Stop playing
around with silly, retaliatory, time-wasting, irrelevant, posturing and play-acting schemes. Stop eating
your heart out because the white man does not love
you. Love between people is a very difficult thing. As
a matter of fact in my native Nigeria you know there
is no love lost between some of our own tribes and
we are all black."
Dr. Onabanjo has learned some American
profanity and I felt I had to delete some of his words
becuse this is a family newspaper. Anyway he continued: "The reason I am so anxious for you black
Americans to become skilled, intelligent and wealthy,
is a very selfish reason. The time may come when
you may be able to help our struggling new nations
in Africa. You may be able to do some of the things
for us that the Jews, as mentioned earlier, are doing
for Israel.
Your country has moved slowly in providing you
with opportunities but I feel so sad when I see how
your psychological hang-ups prevent you from taking
advantage of the opportunities that come your way."
Dr. Onabanjo finally ran out of steam. As we
parted company, he asked me to find some beads
and a drip-dry dashiki for his young son in Nigeria
who wants to visit him here. ,
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U.S. Aid
Plan To
Senate
Announcing
our new

PREMIUM PASSIM('
CCintOereUNst T
SAthaVtIpaNysGaSbigA5%
compounded daily
II $100 minimum balance required

Fly Black
Flag At
Southern

II Additional deposits may be made at any time
•Funds must be left on deposit for a
minimum of three months
•Withdrawals may be made during first 10
calendar days of each quarter

Union Planters now offers an exciting new passbook savings plan
in addition to our regular passbook savings accounts. Here are its
features:
IS Interest paid at rate of 5% per year but compounded daily to
give you highest earnings.
• A minimum balance of $100 is required to maintain your Premium
Passbook Savings Account.

The Premium Passbook
ular Passbook Savings
minimum deposit and
passbook savings pay
pounded daily.

• Your money must remain on deposit for one full calendar quarter. Calendar quarters are January 1-March 31, April 1-June 30,
July 1-September 30. October 1-December 31.

Savings Account does not replace our RegAccount which has the advantages of no
greater flexibility in withdrawals. Regular
the maximum allowable rate of 4% com-

LOOK AT THIS SAVINGS GROWTH CHART
Approximate* value of funds left on deposit with
accumulated interest

• Additional deposits may be made in any arnount at any time.

AMOUNT

3
MONTHS

6
MONTHS

24
MONTHS
552.58

2,595.97

2,628.17

2,762.92

6,126.92

5,191.94

5,256.34

5,525.83

10,125.43

10,253.84

10,383.88

10,512.69

11,051.66

$15,000

15,188.15

15,380.76

15,575.82

15,769.03

16,577.49

$50,000

50,627.16

51,269.21 _ 51,919.41

52,563.45

55,258.32 .

512.69

$2,500

2,531.36

2,563.46

IR You get passbook convenience, with all deposits, interest payments and withdrawals recorded in your passbook for permanent
reference.

$5,000

5,062.72

$10,000

II Individuals, institutions, and corporations and other business
firms all may use Premium Passbook Savings Accounts.
II Premium Passbook Savings Accounts are insured by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation and further protected by the resources and stability of Union Planters National Bank.

12
MONTHS
525.63

506.27

• Withdrawals may be made within the first 10 days following the
end of a calendar quarter. The withdrawal periods are January
1-10, April 1-10, July 1-10 and October 1-10.

9
MONTHS

$500

519.19 ,

•Amounts w II vary slightly according to exact number of days in each quarter,
since interest is compounded daily.

Union Planters also has new short-term Investment Certificates of Deposit
which pay up to 61/4% per year for $100,000 and over.

Union Planters
NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
41'44
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WASHINGTON — At the reNelquest of New York Gov.
e U.
son A. Rockefeller, S
Charles E. Goodell R-N.Y.,
the
Monday took a proposal to
national
Senate calling for a
welfare system.
The proposal would turn
the
over all welfare costs to
which
federal g o vernment,
would start paying recipients
in fiscal 1973.
Goodell estimated that the
syscost of the new welfare
federal
the
cost
would
tem
government about $15 billion
a year.
Goodell said he also plans
proposal
to introduce another
suggested by Rockefeller that
would create a new system of
federal aids to education.
for
The education plans calls
to
grants
block
of
program
a
states
the
to
directly
be made
to help lower their educational
costs.
Both proposals, said Goodell,
will deal directly with the two
most vexing fiscal problems
currently facing state and local
governments.
He said all persons under
the poverty level would be declared eligible for participation
in the national system of public
welfare.
During the interim period
before fiscal 1973, the bill
woud provide, on a step-bystep basis, increased federal
participation in financing cash
assistance programs and in
prescribing federal standards
for eligibility and benefits for
public assistance.
The education measure would
provide $2.75 billion in block
grants in fiscal 1970, and then
gradually move up to $14 billion in fiscal 1973.
The grants would be available for elementary and secondary, higher, vocational and
technical education, and preschool and adult education.

NEW ORLEANS — Demonstrating students flew the black
nationalist "flag of liberation"
from the administration building of Southern University
Monday. Most of them boycotted classes in demands for better facilities.
Striking public school teachers in New Orleans put on a
singing, chanting sit-in at the
city public school administration building, where 14 persons
were arrested.
At Southern, a huge, stateoperated university, most of
whose 2,000 students are Negro, the demonstrators did not
try to. pull down the American
flag as they did last week. But
the Afro-American Society added another demand — that
Dean Emmett W. Bashful be
fired.
With about 200 students
watching, Val Ferdinand, a
member of the protesting
group, climbed a ladder and
hoisted the green, black and
red "liberation flag" from the
grillwork of the administration building. He said a permanent flagpole would be built
for it later.
Police arrested 27 persons
at the university last week after students removed the
American flag and threw rocks
at the patrolmen.
The public school teachers
were trying to secure recognition of the American Federation of Teachers as bargaining
agent for more than 4,500
teachers in New Orleans. They
were arrested after they ignored police orders to disperse the
sit-in.
Three union leaders were
among those detained.
The walkout at its height
last week involved nearly 900
teachers. About 455 were participating Monday, according
to school officials.
The school board contended
it was not authorized to recognize any bargaining agent and
started hiring replacements for
the striking teachers.
The demonstrators, singing
"We Shall Overcome," sat
down around the second and
third floors of the administration building after demanding
to see Supt. Carl J. Doke, who
was reported out of town.
Most of them left when the
police arrived, but others stay
ed to be arrested.
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PRESENTING A GIFT — Members of the Rivera Social Club are seen here presenting a check to the Goodwill Homes, for Children, and on hand to accept it is
Miss Ceil Connelly. Standing, from left, are Mrs. Geraldine Smith, Mrs. Viola Thomas, Miss Connelly, Mrs. Re.

MARCH PLANNERS — Smiling after a
successful march April 4, in honor of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., are shown on the
platform in front of City Hall. Left t o
right: Jesse Epps, special assistant to the
International President of AFSCME AFL
CIO, Miss Minerva Jane Johnican, m e m•

becca Crump, Mrs. Ruth Burns and Mrs. Annie M. Joltsson. Seated, same order, are Mrs. Josephine Woods, Mn.
Lb/vie Patterson, president; Mrs. Allie Johnson, Mrs. Pearl
Faulkner and Mrs. Collie Space.

9

hers of the committee; Miss Erma L e e
Laws, chairman of MLK Commemoration
Day and Terrell 0. Atychan, president of
AFSCME Local 173.1 one of the sponsors
of the march along with C.O.M.E. and
SCLC.

INSPECTION TEAM — The Third Army
Inspection Team visited ROTC units at
Memphis high schools on Monday and are
seen here with two cadet colonels during
inspection at Washington High Schoo I.
From left are Lt. Col. John D. Rairigh,
Atlanta; Cadet Col. Carl Campbell, c o m-

mander of the first brigade, Washington
High; Lt. Col. William D. Brandon, professor of military science at University of
Mississippi; and Cadet Col. Vernon Porter
of Carver High School, executive officer
on the ROTC Corps staff. (Withers Photo)

9
6
9
WOMAN OF THE YEAR AWARD — The
thirty-seventh annual Southeastern Regional Conference of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., was held during the Easter
weekend it the Holiday Inn-Rivermont.
One feature of the conference was a
"Woman of Action" public luncheon in
Holiday Hall. Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, Jr.,
tsas named "Woman of Action" for t h e
year. Cited for outstanding service to their

communities were Miss Eunice Carruthers, Mrs. Lawrence Coe, Mrs. Mary Walton Collier, Mrs, Samuel Crossley, M r s.
Fred Dreifus, Mrs. Frances Hale, Mrs,
Benjamin Hooks, Jr., Mrs. Loretta Kates),
Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes. Mrs. Whittier A.
Sengstacke, Sr.. Mrs. Katie Sexton, Mrs.
Margaret Toler, Mrs. C. C. Suttles, Mrs.
( haries N. Terrell and Dr. Juanita Williamosn.

Last Wednesday the Catholic Human Relations Council held a dinner honoring the
Rev. James I awson. Rev. Lawson is

shown with William T Ross President of
the Council and Re' Lawson's son. John
standing in front of his father
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Alcy Elementary Plans
Library Week Programs

theworld of worn.n

National Library Week is will be a culminating activity
April 20-26. Many things are In the form of a gesteral asbeing planned to make this a sembly during which a play
significant week at Alcy Ele- will be presented by thc Limentary School, 1750 Alcy rd. brary Club and prizeS awardand deafening applause before was. There were more than ardson, Miss Lois Gibson and time . . . bridge.
Parents and all patrons and ed for the various exhibits,
There was silver in the eyes
and after his acceptance. The five hundred guests in attend- Maurice Spruill.
friends of Alcy are invited to The general theme for the
modest young minister, whose ance, which in itself attests Potpourri . . . We're still of the girls and winning prizes
visit the school to view the ex- week is "Be All You Can Be.
articulate voice has distinctly to the fact that a lot of work hearing pleasant echoes from of silver and perfumed soaps, hibits of local artists as well Read." The purpose for this
voiced the concern of the went into the effort.
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Re- etc., were Julia (Mrs. William) as a special exhibits prepared week of emphasis is -To Crecommunity about many of the The Rev. Mr. Lawson has shoal meeting held at t h e Woodard, a silver gravy bowl
by the pupils and teachers of ate a Better-Read, Better-InIssues which besiege us, w a a also been named a recipient of Holiday-Inn-Rivermont Easter and tray; Ezelle (Mrs. HanniAlcy. This exhibit will oe in formed America By Encouragtruly the man of the hour when the Russwarm Award which is week-end . . . Have heard so bal) Parks, a gold filigree
the
library, and it will point ing Life-Time Reading Habits
and
caddy;
lipstick
mirrored
he quelled what could have an honor bestowed by the Na- much about the Black Art disthe
various kinds of books and Stimulating Greater Liup
been chaos at the April 4, tional Newspaper Publishers play which can be credited to Thelma Miller, perfumed soap;
to the Dewey Deci- brary Use."
according
and
(Mrs.
Wilheimien
Charles)
Green,
Dr.
for
David
Commemoration March
Association. He was nominated Luther Hampton,
Mrs. Ethel B. Brooks is prinas well as fiction
mal
System
was
with
Thompson
gifted
Martin Luther King, Jr., pro- for this honor by Mattie (Mrs. Benne Lang, George Hunt,
of Alcy and Mrs. Cora
cipal
easy
and
books.
gloves from her secret pal;
jects the new breed image, Whittier A.) Sengstacke, wife and John Hunt.
Gleese is librarian.
whose
persons
local
Some
on
were
hand
PATS
Other
his
made
and has definitely
And then they're still talking Shirley (Mrs. Leroy) Johnson, talent and/ or work is noteof our boss at the TSD.
presence felt here. He accepted
about the ovations Mertis and Lucy (Mrs. Shelly) Jack. worthy, and who also will be
the
night
Friday
And
then
the award for his cohorts in
Makers Jubi- Ewell and Catheryn Johnson son.
participating in the activities
the movement, the Rev. H. Memphis Cotton
royalty at a got when they did "There's a
their
revealed
lee
Mollie Fields and Hazel of the week are Mary Esther
Ralph Jackson, Jesse Epps,
Dr.
to
tribute
in
Us"
in Robilio's. The 1969 Place for
Jackson who was also the Jones, Louis Hampton, E. To avoid any misses or skips
special assistant to the Inter- dinner
Miss Dorothy Jean Martin Luther King, Jr. T h e mother of well known Donald Frank LaMondue, Harold when painting, brighten your
is
Queen
AFSCME
national President
daughter of Rev. and boss week-end is in glowing Jackson.
Brooks, Jessie Venson, John work area, suggests the NationAFL-CIO, and the Rev. Mal- Cox,
H. Cox. Kenneth Gib- praise to Velma Lois Jones, Guesting were Charlesteen Hunt, David Green, Estelle al Paint, Varnish and Lacquer
W.
Mrs.
colm Blackburn; the Centenis the 1969 King. Other Southeastern Regional Director Mlles, who won a silver bread Weathers, Luther Hampton,and Association. Use a small flood
ary United Methodist Church son
of the royal court are of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority tray; Fannie (Mrs. B. T.) many others.
members
light or remove the shades from
of which he is pastor and for
Jean Patton, who presided at the sessions.
Norma
Miss
Johnson, w i n ning jewelry, On Friday, April 25, there lamps to obtain adequate light.
his family. His young son,
Mrs. Annie B. Pat- Euralia (Mrs. Charles) Flet- I,eath (Mrs. Peter) Jones, who
John and his charming wife, daughter of
Partee, Prince. cher turned on the fountain of was a most recent hostess to
Elroy
and
ton
Dorothy who wore soft blue,
downtown • union ave.
to the PATS Satur- her members in the Phyllis
accompanied him to the din- Dr. and Mrs. R. Q. Venson hospitality
southland mall
Olympic Room Wheatleys; Cora (Mrs. Oscar)
the
in
night
day
Memphis
the
of
founders
are
prewhich
ner and the Mass
Inn. Smith, Dorothy Lewis, Minnie
Motor
Sheraton
the
of
ComJubilee.
Makers
Cotton
ceded the dinner.
group dined on a Harris, Jewel (Mrs. James)
Anne (Mrs. Emery) Geary mittee members are Clyde Here the
a well stocked Hulbert and yours truly.
dinner,
chicken
E.
Willie
chairman;
Venson,
for
credit
deserved loads of
their atturned
then
and
bar
Shavers,
Leroy
Jr.,
Emma Primons ana Hazel
helping make the dinner the Lindsey,
past- Sims were co-hostesses to the
tremendous success that it Eddie Hayes, Jr., John Rich- tention to their favorite
Rubalyats Saturday at Hazel's
e•••
home. Gathering at the well
fashion specialists in
of friendship were Lavonia De.
sizes 18 to 60
berry, winning a travel kit and
a desk post office; Gloria
and 161 2 tt 321 2
Ward, gloating over her red
and white stuffed poodle; Norma MImms, forgetting calories
with her box of candy; Peggy
Brewer, winning first prize
for being on time . . . a cosmetic kit, and guest Ruth Cook
has a tissue holder.
Others on hand were Betty
Payne, Mattie Little, and
Clara Parker.
The Moderates bridge club
is sponsoring their "Annual
Bridge and Whist Tournament"
Friday April 18, at Peyton
Place. Proceeds will be used
to invest in a NAACP Life
Membership.
Members of this coterie are
take
Center
bread is made. Children at the
Barbara Atkins, Barbara BaiON A FIELD TRIP — Youngsters in the
trips to parks, businesses, industries and
ley, Joyce Blackmon, Hannah
Head Start Center at Centenary Methodist
recreational facilities to broaden their bor. Boyd, Elaine Campbell, VirChurch at $84 E. McLemore are shown
Arnel jersey double knit
izons.
ginia Grinner, Bernice Mayes,
here on a field trip to the Wonder Bread
packs, washes and
that
TruJuanita
Ross,
hola
Jacqueline
Baking Company where they learned
itt, Gloria Venson, Cynthia Winwears like a dream...
trey, and Josephine Young.
cool monotone print on
white ground to wear
belted or not.., navy
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Society
Merry
Go-round

Household Tip
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"There is no better exercise outstanding contributions he
for strengthening the heart received the 1969 Award from
than reaching down and lifting the Catholic Human Relations
Anon. Council on Wednesday at a
people up."
Awards Dinner . . . "Lifting" dinner in the cafetorium of St.
could well be the motto of the Louis Catholic Church
Rey. James M. Lawson as he The Rev. Mr. Lawson regoes about his work. For his ceived two standing ovations

fermi

r."
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special sizes

1642 to 3212

SKIN
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.11.411, ORDERS: add 7.5e
poenge plus 41/2%,tax,tir
Tennessee delirery.

IRRITATED
SKIN
PALMER'S *SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT
Relieves Itching, Scaling and
Irritation of Psoriasis.

44Zoz.I1115155

4PRPARE

ONLY
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ECONOMY SIZE us 075. ONLY 994

STOUT SHOPPE

GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
HER FIRST BUS RIDE — Mrs. Frances
Williams, a teacher aide at the Centenao,
Head Start Center at 584 E. McLemore,
comforts Denell Garfield one of the stu-

dents, who was upset by the experience of
riding a lius for the first time. Children
in the program often take field trips.

with the treep-acting toamy mei:tic/Akan
"SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP. It beauty
bathes while it fights germs that often
aggravets perspsratsou odors—makes
yoi sure you're mice to be Auer.

PALMER'S ••SILIII RIMP.ISS•• SOAP.

gram will cost $133,987 and will
henefit 260 children from lowincoime families where mothers
work, and will last for 52 weeks.
Benefits to these children are
administered through eight fullday head start centers open five
A new anti-poverty grant of months.
days a week.
$932,005 to the War on Poverty Of this amount, $798,018 will
program
summer
the
The objectives of the Head
for
go
and
Memphis
of
Committee
from
Program are to improve
children
Start
4,620
benefit
Shelby County has been an- to
the child's ability
Memphis
expand
in
families
and
low-income
Rethe
Southeast
by
pounced
and speak
reason
project
think,
The
to
County.
and
Shelby
gional Director of the Office of
emochild's
the
help
Memphis
e
clearly;
h
t
to
Economic Opportunity in At- is delegated
and social development
Shelby
the
tional
and
Schools
City
lanta.
self-expression,
,1 The purpose of the additional' County Board of Education by encouraging
self-discipline and curiosity; iman
during
eightcenters
51
for
the
1969
Head
operate
to
is
grant
prove the child's health through
Start Program and Full-Year week program.
comprehensive medical and
Head Start Program for 12 The Full-year Head Start Pro- a
dental program; involve the
families of the children in meaningful parent participation activities to facilitate a closer
working relationship between
the center, school and the
home; and to give the child
a chance to meet with older
children, teenagers, and adults
who serve as models in behavior, manners and speech.

Head Start Program
Receives $932,005

Convicted On 'Cookie' Charge
Fred Jackson, who had been jailed awaiting trial
for more than a year on a charge of breaking and
entering a grocery store and stealing $2.50 worth
of cookies, leaves Recorder's Court in Detroit aftfr being found guilty by Judge Samuel M. Olsen.
The judge scheduled sentencing for April 21.
(UPI Telephoto)
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The Achiever is about
to learn to write his name.
One letter at a time Until he s achieved something that ts his
'C-h-a-r-l-e-s' There'll tie other accomplishments Grade school
plays High school football. Then college And,the money it
takes to see him through Now, its your turn And Oursi North
Carolina Mutual has been helping blacks achieve their
personal goals since 1898 Your North Carolina Mutual- man
is ready to talk with. you aboul a lot of things. Your
child s education Your retirement And. taking Care of
your family no matter what happens'to you Call him.
Hell help you clan for one of the mast important
days of your life, tomorrow.
11401INT1H
4;

CAROLINA PAUrLIAL
LIPS INSUNANCIII COMPANY
.40 I L.. f•s•7•
MOPIV14 0•10/01.
,
,,A 17701

See your North Carolina Mutual man in any of these states. Alabama. California. Florida; Georgia, Illinois,
Maryland, New Jersey; North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina; Tennessee; Virginia; District of Columbia.

DISTRICT OFFICE: Memphis, 517 Vance Avenue, Tel. 525-1721

s 14.10.
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Mail at Court

Carlton Petway
To Be TSU Law
Day Speaker

L,'•
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•
•

64 SO. MAIN
• 527-6436
1992 UNION
• 274-2063
SOUTHLAND MALL
398-0064

MotClaire Inc:
527.36129

•

•
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sn Hair Special
Shortie

Carlton M. Petway, Assistant
U.S. Attorney of the Middle
District of Tennessee, will
speak at Tennessee Ada State
University, Thursday, May 1,
10 a.m. in the University AudiForni.the first time, the Unitoriu
versity will observe Law Day,
according to Dr. C. B. Lindsay, Head of the English Department and an attorney, who
is chairman of the activity.
Law Day is sponsored by the
American Bar Association and
proclaimed by the President of
t he U.S.A. Attorney Petway,
an alumnus of the University,
will speak on "Equality and
Justice Depend Upon Law and
You." The public is invited.
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The Battalion Awards Committee recently chose the outstanding sponsors and cadets
of the ROTC BataIlion. Some
of these young men and young
ladies that were chosen to receive these awards are: Sharmeen Caldwell, neatest dresser; Geraldine Thomas, best
driller; Micheal Higgins, Superior Cadet MT II; James
Pegees outstanding Cadet MT
I; James Nolan, Neat Cadet;
Leon McClendon, outstanding
Cadet MT HI; and Otha Phillips best drill team Cadet. Billy
Richmond, leadership MT III;
and James Cartwright and

County
Chairman Jack Ramsay and Chairman C.W. Raker, County Commission and
Court, Shelby Co., Memphis, Tennessee.

TO:

Pastor, Columbus Baptist Church and Vice-President of
the National Baptist Convention
Pastor, 1st Baptist-Chelsea Church and former President.
Arkonsas College, Little Rock, Ark.
Member, Memphis Housing Authority Board
Organizer, Memphis Inter-Denominational Fellowship, Inc.
Pastor, St. James Methodist Church and Chairman, Memphis
Inter-Denominational Minister'S Alliance
Pastor, Prospect Park Baptist Church
Assistant Manager, North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Pastor, Walker Homes Christian Church
Assistant Editor, Mr mphis World and Director of Public
Relations, LeMuyne-Owen College
Editor, The Tri-State Defender

is/11.h. hollls
/t/ H.H. Hollis
•
Co-Coordinator •
CHRISTIAN& INC.

mink
Wayne,Mink
Co-Coordinator
CHRISTIANS, INC.

/s / WOyfle

/s 'slater hollis
/t W. Slater Hollis
President
CHRISTIANS, INC.

Sincerely,

pop poppenheimer
/t, Pop Popenheimer
Justice
COUNTY COURT

Can any one reason be assigned why we should not hove equal representation of Negroes
whites, proportionate to popukation, on the NGSC.

Your friends in Him,

Of.4

respectfully request that the appointing body grant my motions and appoint the neces•
eery number of citizenry to bring °boot a truly representative NGSC, and, to this end I further
request that I be allowed to appear before the Court-Commission in this cause to more fully
pr•sent the matter

Mr. W.H. S•ngstacke

Rev. Claude Smith,
Mr. Charlie Morris, Sr.
Rev. G.A. Evans,
Mr. Robert M. Ratcliffe

Mrs. R.C. Venson
Mrs. Nettie B. Rogers
Rev. Henry L. Starks

Dr. P.L. Rowe

Dr. A.E. Campbell

2. the NGSC submit a list of Negro leaders for consideration by the Court and Commie..with any Negro leaders that the Court and Commission wished to consider, and 1
along
'lion
submitted to the NGSC a recommended list of Negro leaders to be coupled with the recommended lists of other NGSC members.
The President pro tempore ruled my motion "out-of-order." I appealed the ruling of the
chairman to the body of the NGSC, and they rejected my appeal.
I accordingly as on individual member of that body, the NGSC, do hereby appeal to the
County Court and County Commission to grant the motions made by me, above, for the following
tea son s:
l
"Governm ents", our Declaration of Independence says, "deriv their lust powers frore
the consent of the governed."
Will a government recommended by a body composed of 20 white men and women and 3
Negroes have the consent of the over 280,000 Negroes of Memphis & Shelby County, Of will
they be, as J.S. Mill said, "permanent malcontent" or "as one who the general affairs of society do not concern?"
If the NGSC is to propose a government truly representative of the people, it must be se
constituted as to provide equal representation for all people. The recently appointed NGSC is
constituted of 20 white men and women and 3 Negroes. The estimated white-Negro population
of Memphis & Shelby County is approximately 60-40 pe, cent, respectively. For the NGSC to
women and 13
be truly representative of the 60-40 standard, there must be 20 white men and
of 10
Commission
and
Court
the
by
appointment
require
the
will
This
women.
and
men
Negro
additional Negroes.
The names on the list of Negroes that were asked to be considered by the NGSC were

1. the NGSC "recommend" to the County Court and County Commission — because th•
Negro people have inadequate representation thereon — that ten Negro leaders be appointed by
the Court and the Commission in addition to the current three Negro leaders, and
• 4-4i

On Friday, the 11th day of this month of April, at the first meeting of the New Government Structure Commission (hereafter called the NGSC)., I made the motion that:
'att

Equal Representation In Government For All Men

SUBJECT:

The following letter of the ACTIONS of our President show what we are DOING.

YOU will be interested in what we are DOING.

Because God said, Have not the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of glory,
with respect of persons," CHRISTIANS, INC., is striving to DO the Lord's

Abraham Dotson, Leadership
MT I.
Teens in the swing!!
Ruby Birt, Stanely Smith,
E d w ards Herschel
Wilbur
Lane, Annette Mangum, Agnes
Blackmon, James Winton, Debra Powell, Chris Bounds, Eric
Horton, Yvonne Caldwell, Bonnie Donelson, Kenneth Smith,
Maurice Jeffries, Karen Sanders, Beverly Baker, Cheri
Jackson, P. L. Burford, andj
Larry Futrell.
Can You Dig It???
Andrew Dye must know how
to run his line because he's
got Carolyn Broomfield on

Black People, Black People
A Beautiful People
A Soulful People
A People Full of Love
A People Full of Religion
A People Full of Religion
Black People. Black People
A People in Need of a Past
A People in Need of Pride
A People in Need of Dignity
A People in Need of Blackness
A People in Need of Blackness
Black People, Black People
A People Who Have Yet To
Define Themselves
Kinky Hair,
Broad Noses,
Thick Lips,
Black Skin
Black Skin
Beatitifdl
My People
Black People,
by BOBBY DOCTOR

My People

Black People

SHIRLEY BASSEY . . .a dynamic performer and singing
sensation. The lovely Welsh
songstress lends her talents as
co-hostess of the "Mike Douglas Sho w." Syndicated by
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
the show is aired at different
hours and dates in various cities. Check our local stations
for complete accuracy.

Cloud nine.
Maurice Burnette, we received a note from a dove saying that Connie Dickerson is
your true love.
Rickety rickety-rickety rack,
Charles Wells and Karen Chandler made a fast comeback.
Wilma Foster is a bundle of
joy for she can claim a Kappa
boy.
City Wide Popularity Poll
Bertrand- Melvin Eastern 'n
Kathy Gilmore
B.T.W.- Micheal Kenny 'n Jackie Sawyer
Carver- Kenneth Williams 'n
Teresa Banks
Douglas- Anthony Williams 'n
Ann Jackson
Lester- Urias Buckley 'n Patraicia Clark
Mannasas - Chico Williams 'n
Gwen Harvey
Melrose - Larry Finch 'n Vivian Senter
Mitchell- John Williams 'n Regina Hart
Northside- William Phillips 'n
Kathy Williamson
Southside- Bruce Watkins 'n
Sharon Cowan.
Later Baby!!!

Hamilton Wildcats Sock Soul

Zit W43111111.

ATTENTION . .. FRIENDS IN CHRIST JESUS

20TH CENTURY-FOX presents "100 Rifles," produced by
Marvin Schwartz and directed by Tom Gries in DeLuxe
Color. Santa (Raquel Welch) stresses the importance of
finding the rifles to (left to right) Yaqui Joe (Burt
Herm)Ids) and Lyedecker (Jim Brown) and her faithful
Indian servant Humara (Mike Forest).
•
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SOUL SISTER — Aretha Franklin guest stars on Andy
Williams' third special of the season — "H. Andrew Vill•
Hams' Magic Lantern Show Company" — to be collorenOl.
ea NBC-TV Sunday, May 4 (10-II p.m. PDT & EDT; 9-

The Eddy Jacobs Exchange, whose debut Columbia single is "Pull My Coat" Ow "Black Is Black," consists oi
seven talented young musicians with impressive and diversified professional musical backgrounds. Pictured with
the group is Billy Jackson, Producer, Columbia Artists
and Repertoire (third from left'. Handpicked by Jacobs,
who has had his eyes and ears open for the best talent
In America since deciding to organize his own group,
members of The Eddy Jacobs Exchange, are, in addition
to Jacobs (singer), Harry Whitaker (arranger, conductor,
pianist, composer), Joseph Dupars (trumpet), Andrew
Gadsen (sax). Richard Stuts (bass guitar), Norman Pride
(drums) and Jerry Mathews (rhythm guitar).

SOUL

10 p.m. CDT.) Aretba's numbers Include
of Fools," "You Send Me" and, with Melly;
My Mind."

FUNNY MAN — Irwin C. Watson, a great comic w It•
makes people laugh while himself never cracking smile,
does just that on the Arnel-sponsored special about r omance, males and females, called "Spring Thing," which
will be seen in color Monday. April 28. 8 P.M. EST over
NBC-TV. Noel Harrison and that "Ode to Billy Joe" gal,
Bobbie Gentry, co-host the hour. Guest starring are Shirley Bassey, "Laugh In's" Goldie Hawn, poet Rod McKnen.
Harpers Bizarre, British comics Hendra and Uliett a n d
Meredith MacRae.

TRI STITE DEFENDER

ATTENTION MEIV;'
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With men in the know, top

ranks highest for reasons the
foot knows best. Through its
porous skin, there is free passage of fresh air. At the same
time, the pores absorb any foot
the
compounding
moisture,
comfort. Leather's natural insulating qualities, provided by
its fibrous network of air
pockets, help keep feet cool in
summer, warm in winter. In
addition, there's a "madeon-the-foot" feeling that leather's supple moldability gives
each shoe it shapes. Brought to
their full potential by U. S.
tanners, the leathers are turned over to American shoe manufacturers to create the finest
footwear to be found.

4701 Highway 51 So

5201 Highway 61 .5e

w •

the welted brogue rnoc, t b e
tassel tie and the bedroll
moccasin. Many 'noes are
brass
w i th
well-hardwared
plates, studs rivets chain aid
other trim.
It will be a soft life in softleathered casual tie-shoes and
slip-ons crafted in waxy glove
and brushed textures. The ties
are kept simple with just contrasting colored trim or brass
eyelets as decoration. Slip-ons
in white light and bright colors
harbor a host of styling ideas:
port-hole perforations stitching all kinds of hardware
monk-straps or tunneled straps
gores. A special "country club"
kind of shoe is the white grained smooth or suede leather
slip-on perhaps elegantly outlined in dark patent leather.
The outer spaces in which
you'll see leather sandals 1.r
men include city streets as well
as beach, country and suburbs.
In city types new sandals have
a covered-up look with wider
bands and closed toes. More
open sandals use cross-straps
and ring and heavy stitched
trim as points of fashion. Sandal leathers are in rugged waxy
and hand-stained finishes.
For more formal accessorizing new leather shoes offer
foot-flattering elegance. distinctive smooth fine grained
and genuine patent leather slipons bal-oxfords and -occasionally-dress boots will be seen
in trim unadorned silhouettes.
In these and all shoes feet are
assured of dry comfort with
"breathing" leather linings as
well as leather uppers.

as the original "Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour," "T h e
John Gary Summer Show" and
the original King Family program. Their specials include
"Friends and Nabors," "Francis Albert Sinatra Does H i s
Thng'• and "Carol Channing
and Pearl Bailey on Broadway."
Miss Uggams, who won a
Tony Award for her performance in her first Broadway
musical, "Hallelujah, Baby!",
gained television popularity in
the Mitch Miller -'Sing Along"
series.
In making the announcement,
Mr. Wood said:
"We are delighted to have
acquired a major and gifted
talent like Miss Uggams to fill
this all-important Sunday time
period next season. We are
confident that she will give us
a program which can be enjoyed by all segments of the
television audience."
The star will have three continuing "regulars" on the program each week and at least
one major guest star will appear on each program. A series of weekly features or "departments', will be a staple of
each program.
Miss Uggams will have her
own song spot on each program, which will accent youthful entertainment and music
and comedy which is light and
contemporary.
Miss Uggams received considerable critical acclaim for
her performanes on the Broadway stag e. The N e w York
Times called her "a great musical performer". . . The New
York Daily News described her
as "utterly fetching. .. there is
skill in her singing, dancing
and acting and what's m ire
she has personal warmth which
Is irresistible" . . .and the New
York Post tabbed her "a girl
of vast charm and talent galore."

Leslie Uggams To Star
In TV Musical Comedy

will be seen during office hours
the citified slip-on holds primary spot for business wear.
Many still have the high-rising
front, often cut across with a
slim strap or edged with turtleneck goring. Others may be
lightly perfed, or discreetly
trimmed with gold plates or
rings. Leathers here are principally the smooth, fine-grained and antiqued finishes.
Leather soles as well will asshoe is still the smart leather
sure all-around support and
slip-on, says Leather Industries
comfort.
of America. Some have a defiAn almost weightless wonder
nite air of the countryside.
Others sport a sleeker look, is the new leather brogue. Richshowing high-polished leathers ly masculine in styling with a
full array of perforations, pinkand more restrained trim.
ing, wing-tips and substantial
As a country squire, the slipleather soles, the latest brogues
on you slip into will most likely
have been considerably whitbe in a deep-grained, antiqued,
tled down in weight so that
waxy or brushed leather. It
their hefty looks do not mean
may have a boot-like cut, a
heavy stepping.
wide monk-strap, substantial
For the oxford man the
extended leather sole, prominent stitching, or hardware Spring '69 collections present
The latter shows up as furni- classic types in handsome
ture studs, brass rivets or but- leathers Toelines show off neat
tons, chain, bits and any num- wing-tips sometimes a moc
toe. Sportier than the convenber of other metal items.
tional dress oxfords are suede
• • •
leather perfed oxfords and
Although these rugged styles popular saddle
oxfords in both
light-with-dark and dark-withdark combinations.
Gaining
more importance
each season are shoes in the
casual and dress-casual divisions. Moccasins are always in
this
stan ding with
good
spring's group available in
antiqued embossed new glazed and other leathers. Major
moccasin styles include the
hand-sewn moc and moc-boot,

Put Your Feet Into Orbit
With New Spring Footwear
Masculine feet will go into
leather orbit this spring wearing the latest footwear for today's space-age man.
Rated A-OK are new leather
shoes for business, dress, casual and leisure time. You can
man's
this
walk t h rough
world in a wide variety of
styles, crafted from an even
wider variety of American
leathers. Choose from a stellar array of textures featuring
grained, smooth, antiqued, cor
dovn, waxy and brushed
leathers - plus glove, split
cowhide, embossed, suede and
many other leathers including
new glazed "wet look" leathers.
As a shoe material, leather

Robert "Honey boy" Thomas

WDIA Music Director
412 Noon - 3 P.M.

Leslie Ugganis, one of the
brightest and most talented
personalities in show business,
will star in a new contempormusical comedy-variety
ary
program to be presented this
fall on the CBS Television Network, it was announced today
by Robert D. Wood, President
of the Network, and Michael
Dann, Senior Vice President,
Programs in a special closed
circuit broadcast to all N e twork affiliates.
The Leslie Uggams program,
still to be titled, will be scheduled Sundays, 8 to 9 p.m.
The new series will be produced by Saul Ilson and Ernest
television
Chambers, whose
successes include such credits
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CHICKEN BREAST „.43 3 lb. . 19c
C POICKNO

Lb.

To..• TIN,
D,N.k.enc•

•
Thigh & Drumsticks L, 38` Livers
sutom STEAK
51 29
T-BONE STEAK I,. 'In
BACON
siChopsd"
, 69* V4 PORK LAIN'
HAMBURGER
(MIA LEAN

SUNSHINE

SCOT

IDEUOGG

MARYLAND CLUB

JOAN of ARC

CHEER

CHUN IUNG

CHUN KING

CHUM KING

CHUM KING
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S4-or 69C
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1 9C
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'GERMAN-STYLE BREADS ' Italian Losoa_
na
5.0,
RiCC0190-Ch~ - Seleeck
Noodles- Italian
Sofa mi- Proscu itti -Solana-Cetto, Srconu r sr,
Knocknurst, Brounschweiger Liver, Blood Sou 3.01.
Tongue & Blood, lioclu,vurst, Etc.
Fakes Coed Thurs. April 17,1 An, Wed., April 234.
1-

rift

swo

ft.?.
44 lAmeef•
ref Poolx•srd
1•1041
Pahl

WAN,

l".
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;Vi

MUM

10o

121.50

ie. 31c

151411

$1.15

IIMP storm door gmll (Rog. $4.41)

$I

pasta

GE •I•ciric Era, (Rog. 21/.95)

24

lurk* Hal chemical points

5 by-fold mirrored storage closet doors
(Illog. $11.96)
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412161
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Op.. %I S P.M.
For Ht. Next Two Fridays

210

Recorlar Store Moon
Monday through Salladoy
5:00

7? Treat Avalleble to
Arrange Delivery

CASH AND CARRY

1.6-14--lull WFF NOW!

116 cedar dock;n9

1,4 4to 3 VP flooring

Plal• gloss mlrror dis41" (Reg. $14.1”...115.111

L'a

1 Whirlpool central vacuum (Reg. $321)
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patio door (Wog. 159.115)
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HYMAN'S ANNUAL WHOLESALE DAYS
Celebrating Bill Ding's Birthday
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'

NI NO CRACKERS t°40.°2 2:•
was. 39c
TIME
2 „,.„,. 25-e DESERT
TISSUE
VEGETABLES
c
9
1
7
0:
eFT. $
3
20
isi7.1.• 35- BEEF PATTIES
CORN FLAKES
KRAFT
PRODUCE
49c .
32-os.
COOKING OIL
GREEN ONIONS
2 Cit. $11COFFEE
RADISHES
5c TURNIP GREENS
Ot
con •
KIDNEY BEANS
DAIRY
YELYETA CHEESE 2 Lb, 79c
DETERGENT
: 29'
7., MIRACLE MARG. 6 s'„s
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
- , ,,,,, 69c
ORANGE JUICE
SHRIMP CHOW MEIN 43z 1
DELICATESSEN
amw KIN NOODLES
25c
c
19sage,
SOY SAUCE
l

*//
7

/

.44/,/1•

SAVE WITH MU. DING
SHOWERS
AND BUY THE WIFE MAY
'FLOWERS

View-

Utai., C.o.d.s Finish MareAel 1.4
4c IS. ft.
Cc lin. P.
Ire
31954
100-2.6-11' :a- 3 YF ....•
$110
220-2.4.14' fir
14-4•7 5 4•74/
7 aselsali sheeting
es. Wc
shop-morn
$119M
35-2.I2-14 e 3 YF
$9944
73-702.14 W. 3 YP
S11M
2-2.12.111 0 3 YT
$71A4
2.4 Cod. L & 7'
$11M
216 Cedar r. 20'
Sp•c;.I
so. 39,
$7.95
Built cupboard (req. $21.05)
35c sq. ft.
Pick sliced steno, Isioel for patios
Obscure Fes.0.6fan 11.411" (Reg. $3.39..79c
3/01.2/0.111“
(Reg.
door
yawn
wood
117.951
large bag $1c
AFTIo pouring wood
Sc in.
fr4-dt 3 Yr no.,;,,g
Yor-TrIr Phywood
49c *4.
$24.91
Movk weed hens' doer (reg. $47)
1 Deward Chi* Lavatory (white)
$1.91
$ ahoWnws burgers Rug. $14
$1091.4
WEI Sr. al lesgths
2EKS elect GE lavas self chargIng
$11.15
MoT 57,14
2 Gf olochie ahem clocks (Reg. $3.50) ...51.29
13-2W Pithead
'21c
2"str, al longihs
$low
1,,6-1ug-1.10 WOP decking se
BISTM

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

1000 N. HOLLYWOOR
327-4127

BUILDERSY,HMAN

SE1 W. BROADWAY
ME 3-4615
FORREST CITY. ARC

INC.

BILL DING SAYS: We Are Not April Fooling, We Are Saving You Money!!

1111 RONDA
545-4555

APRIL.19%.1.969

GRAND Ontill

SATURDAY,

HAMADA JACKSOILS

CHICKEN STORE

2nd Store in Memphis Area

•

2405 Bellevue at Whitmore

Festivities start at 1111 A.M.

COME AND JOIN THE FUN

Somovossirs for Ivory Ono

'Taste • a piece of chick's so es Present this

ad to the cashier Saturday beton., 1211 NH

sot 6:00 P.M. for a

FREE pi•c• of CHICKEN

COME TO

The Invaders
Bookstore

OPEN 10 A.M. TO 70 P.M.

"Black Power"
"Message From Behind

Enemy Lines"

"Soul On Ice"

"Diary Of Che Guevera"

"Nature Son"

VANCE NEAR THIRD
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Recruiters For Peace
Corps On MSU Campus

Memphis Girl
Wins Honors

THE
TOUNifidt
BRA
...like no other

Three Peace Corps represen- uates a college degree is not
tatives will be on the Mem- necessary if the potential volphis State University campus unteer is an American citizen
Monday through Friday 14-18 over 20 years of age and has
to discuss the U.S. service or- skills to offer. There is no
prospective upper age limit. Married couwith
ganization
volunteers
pies can serve in the Peace
Joe and Mary Donaghy serv- Corps if both are qualified and
ed for two years as Peace they have no dependents undCorps Volunteers in Ethiopia. er 18.
Their primary job was teachTo apply to the Peace Corps
ing but they also worked in
one should complete an applidevelopcommunity
health and
cation form and take the lanment projects. The third mem guage aptitude test. It is not
ber of the team Laney B a n- necessary to know a foreign
croft was a volunteer in India language to apply. This 30-minworking with an applied nu- ute test will be given April 17
trition program and assisting and 18 at Memphis State. It
in a health clinic.
is used for placement and
There are currently 15,000 gauges a person's ability to
Peace Corps Volunteers who learn a foreign language. The
have been invited to work in Peace Corps now teaches train59 developing countries. Teach- ees over 150 foreign languages.
ers nurses farmers and skillied workers are particularly The representatives will be
lneeded. Although many of the located on the first level of the
volunteers are college grad- University Center.

Academic achievement too
often
o v erlooked, received
special recognition at Simmons
College last week with the
naming of 248 students to the
Dean's List of Scholars. With
the Honors, Pass, Fail system
instead of traditional grades,
two or more honors makes a
student eligible for the list.
Among those honored is Madeleine Cooper, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leno Cooper of 1917
Freemont avenue, Memphis.
Miss Cooper is a senior majoring in home economics and
entered Simmons from Spelman College.
Simmons College is located
in Boston, Mass.

Psychedelic

The miracle bra, lifts and shapes
the laige bust ... the small bud
appears larger. Dessau patented
by Penny Rich. Complete =don!
Mo strap strain! Sold by toped
titters. Dacron polyester and cola
Inn Or wfko lace, or all-cottoa.
5.95 to 16.95. Sizes 28 to 46.
A to Ca.
ADVERTISED IN VOGUE
BACHELOR GIRLS
274-318i
BONNIE RUSH
774-3326

A

MRS. JESSIE LOCKHART
215-9192

Experience
Here April 28
Univers it y
Howard
The
Alumni Club of Memphis will
sponsor "A Psychedelic Experience" at LeMoyne-Owen
College, Bruce Hall, on Monday, April 28 at 7:30 p.m.
The show will feature a number of outstanding local bands
in a fast moving talent showcase. including The Heat Waves, The Del Rays, The Cobrais, The Tempres, The Eldorays and many others.
Tickets are now on sale at
$1.25. Proceeds will benefit the
Howard
Alumni Scholarship
Fund, which aids deserving students enrolled at Howard University from Memphis.
Tickets may be obtained at
Hamilton High School, Carver
High School, Washington and
Douglas. Robert Waller is president.

AT 'BEST OF BROADWAY' - Members of the undergraduate chapters of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority served as ushers when the organiaation presented "The Best of Broadway" here recently. Clyde Turner, the p roducer, seated
left, is seen with George Mulholland, a singer, with mem-

hers of the Rho Gamma chapter of Memphis State University, and the Pi Alpha chapter of LeMoyne-Owen College.
Second from left is Miss Rose Robinson, who was chairman of the group. (Withers Photo)

IF
YOU WILL WORK
WITH US
WE WILL WORK
WITH YOU
TO SEE THAT YOU
OF YOUR CHOICE
OLDSMOBILE
GET THE
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE

IESCALIPIE
FRCAtTIME OIRIDIMARY

Did You Know?

INTO A 1969 OLDSMOBILE

- The Nautilus, first atomic
powered subma rifle, was
launched Jan. 21, 1954, at Groton, Conn.
• • •
The 50th anniversary of U.S.
air mail service was observed
May 15, 1968.
••
Retail sales of new cars in
the United States for the first
two months of the 1969 model
year totaled 1,835,000.
•••

The United States has about
27 motor vthicles per mile of
road, compared with about 11
vehicles in 1916.

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

10047011M
get-

LICK BLACK
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

ZETA,S WITH VISITORS - Members of the gr aduate
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority are seen here chatting
with members of the cast of "The Best of Broadway," presented here recently for the sorority's Eyeglass Project.
Seated are Mrs. Pauline Allen, left, and Mrs. Onzie Horne,
Bernice
and standing third and sixth from left are Mrs.
Calloway and Mrs. Carlotta Watson, respectively. Standthe
ing at extreme left is Clyde Turner, the producer of
affair

Ushers Sponsoring A Music Festival
Among the choirs participatThe Mt. Zion Baptist Church
will present its 13th annual ing are the No. 3 choir of Mt.
Music Festival at the church Zion and choirs from First
located at 1427 S. Main st. on Baptist Magnolia, Shady Grove
next Sunday, April 20, at 3 p.m.
Life Baptist
It is being sponsored by the Baptist, Tree of
Baptist
Salem
New
the
and
the
and
Ushers Federation,
Church on Fourth St.
public is invited.

Bourbon Drinkers...
your time has come.
Kentucky Tavern offers you
an outstanding new value.
Still the same fine tradition.
Still the same 8 year old quality.
The only difference is the...
well, let your retailer tell you
all about it.

SEARS
AUTOMOTIVE
CENTERS
Corn 8:30 a.m.
9:30 p.m.

Sears

PRYOR
OLDSMOBILE

pp

2525 SUMMER
PHONE 324-7341

,OR,

9

Tire Sale

9
6
9

Full 4-Ply Nylon Tires
TUBEi.ESS BLACK WALL'
Size

Price ‘e,tn
Old Tire

Plus
F.E.T.

6.34h13

9.88

1.81

7.75'7.30x14
8.25 18.00s 14

10.88

2.19

13.88

2.35

7.75 6.70x13

10.88

2.21

7.73 6.70x15

8.88

1.89

Ire

_

TUBE-TYPE

PI,s 1.59 F.E.T.
And Old Tire

Crusader 6.00 X 13
Tubeless Blacfmalls

Ammiummommu

Most Tubeless 8bite vans

More

Full 4-ply nylon cord body for
durability and added safety

• Dynatuft tread rubber for long
mileage, dependable service

NO MONEY DOWN

on Sears Easy Payment Plan

FREE ALLSTATE Tire Mounting and Rotation
Expert Wheel Balancing 4 for S6

You Can't Do Better Than Sears
•

.96 and 100 Drool Bottled in Bond.

•

CG.D.Co.

SROP AT STARRAim SAVE
BM I h BAN
•01.%e
rpi•:1419.
1290 so,„
4 4 msn
.
4,3
AlOiOsethe Gemmed is
wemsa
ilinalhatrault
2744111
344-5131
inamumocc•w•44,

ISearsi

Tires sines Armories :None.41 rt•thl• At TAOS!'SPIN'S Sla,
m

rit."1.
••7.14
ass42:3

t..!

3746

•o4...st Rani{30

t
111.041.•7' 735.1144

• -f,.
. .4 7114S Hwy. 31 N. • 1124161
•COLUECIBLES -444
$r JIG SUMS'
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SPORTS HORIZON

We're making
it easier to
1\
take car
busines N
at Tri

\
4

/

Attend the grand opening
of the Hollywood Branch
of Tri-State Bank.
1367 North Hollywood at Hubbard
Thursday-April 17th, 6 P.M. to 9 P.M.
Register for 3-color TV's
given away free.
You do not have to
be present to win.
Earn 5°0 per annum.
Join Tri-State Bank's
Green Power Savings Plan.

ik

fti

\.\

Member of Federal Deposit insurance Corporation

Delmonte Pink

Salmon

69*
MEMPHtS LARGEST FOOD STORES

16 oz.

SOUTH-173z L. SHELBY ORIVr
:AST-5014 PON AR (Ai miNDENHALt
MIDTOWN 11)/0 ropssON
Adams Fla. From

Carnation
Instant Breakfast790
Reg. 1.19 Pkg.

Orange
Juice 3 Limit
Conc.
12 oz 3/1.00

Dads

550
Red 46 oz
Root Beer .001. Hawaiian
Fresh 14111-11 fork Punch2540
3 Limit
Mackey..
Hunt's
14 oz.

Tomato

Field Peas
& Snaps 100

Sauce

100

8 oz.

Pioneer White or Yellow
24 oz. Box
Corn

Lipton

Tea sags
590
Meal M1x270

Double Luck

°Men Beans
co Blue lake 16 or
3 Limit 3 250
red Mantesi

Grade A Large

Doz. Eggs

410

Libby 's

Fruit
Cook tail
II ii. 190 3

Limit

0' Chicken 4 Limit

unit
h

4/99*

MINN. MIL-M-

led Cross 16 ea. Be*

Ballard or Pillsbury

Biscuits 6470
Regular or Light 8 oz.
Laundry Detergent
Cheer 2 Limit
King Size

9540

5 lb. 4 oz.

Vegetable
Shortening
.1/

Ends & C.,

Fred Mentos!
Spagetti
or
Salad 330
Dressing
Elbo
Macaroni
FRED NI NV'S!
VEGETABLE SHORTENING

Crises 3 lb Cam 24c
Smewdrift 3 lb. Cam 14c
Humko 31k. Can 10c qt.

c.„ts

4 Porkloin

cOmPlionc• with state law), Coupon •xpires
mien, W•d., AP•i! 23rd. Anti-Frees purchase not Included In ceepep rodompne,,,
ONE COW- DN PEP FAMILY PIM WEIIK

Swl t Butterb31, Toms
8-20 lb.ave. par lb. 39
urkeys

U.S.D.A. Grade A
mixed per lb. 59#

Fred iMontesi Country Style

1

T

po r•;on
Smoked Hamshank
S
e per lb. 450
Sewilvern Bell•

Sausage 2 lb. bog 834
Chicken Breast
legs'n thighs lb. 41(

Crisco 3 lb, con
24e
Snowdrift 3 lb, can 1.44
Humko 3 lb can
lOt
With coupon owl $5.00 ocWitieeal purchos•
xcluding value at coupon merekondiseiireth
milk products and tobacco else escluckd In

per lb. 49$

264
_ _ *hole per lb.Cut
'Fryers"
up per lb, 33#

butt portion per lb. 58e

U.S.D.A. Choice Heavy Naturally Aged, shoulder Clod or
boe•Iess anti cut Chuck
per b. 8 5e
Merril
101k. Pe'l $2'39

Beef Roast

ChItterlingge

c
n.
1 7sto
heos4;
citinnugtw
starts
rios hoo
iottately
s
va
RIX= RAINED OUT
New
day when lie told the switeve.
k MMeetreastrairin thethe Tex,
York
am to pitch evetr kiard
9
as League, were officially wel, Hi y04 to pitch every Uttrd
second
earned back for their
41.), and plated the outfield in
season after reviving baseball aehetwwekesei:eue:
tinotuo
here since ittl AIM year al).
all that fnr $05
And
baseball.
senve last year.
.. We have to create a
7::h
The OCCatiOn WM the second ailta
kur4
Appreciation
Memphis Blue*
Dinner in the Skyway of the Aceordlog
to new Blues manSheraton-Peabody Hotel 1,st
Pevlick, Memphis
Pete
ager
Thursday night. The fete, spotforward te motlook
can
fens
eared by the Memphis Area
for a running team with
tos
atwas
Commerce,
Chamber nf
plenty of hustle. Paviicit is in
tended by over 300 fans, dighis fifth year with the bleb
squad,
Blues
the
and
nitaries
and
his teams have never finHall of Feiner Bill Terry now
below third. His Raleighished
an automobile dealer in Jack, Durham team won the pennant
as
served
Florida,
sonville,
last year. Pavlick succeeds
guest speaker. Terry was the
Roy Seviers who had the Blues
last of the 4.00 hitters.
and running last season beoff
gathering
Terry shook up the
indifference among ether
fore
by lambasting baseball for its
things
caused the young Mets
and
players
hungry
lack of
badly at the end of the
falter
to
certain top executives who
Texas League campaign.
can't seem to find much wrong
Four black players are exwith present day baseball
to carry a big load for
pected
operations.
"I'm deeply concerned about opening game assignment, but
many old ball players who pass the Blues. Jim Bilahy draw the
and money has to be taken up three errors allowed Little
push over two unearnto bury them," Terry explain- Rock to
ed. These are players who shortstop Ted Martinez are the
Bludon't qualify under the present other sepia
esbit
on
led
P
:
athell
s
atire:
4
M
pension fund.
opener with three
roster.the
ties
Terry hit .401 with the New
gaieties.
York Giants where he played
firstbase and later took over Memphis had to delay its
as manager from the great home opener because of rain.
John McGraw. Terry pointed It was the second time in as
out that McGraw called him many nights that the Arkaninto his office after they hadn't sas nine and the Blues had
spoken to each other all year games washed out. General
end offered him a chance to manager Will Carruthers, vottake over the reins of the ed the minor league "general
"ARNETT'S OASIS" located at Georgia and Mississippi
Giants. Although Terry and manager cif the year" for diis quickly becoming one of the nicest places in town to
McGraw weren't speaking he recting such a successful opdine and drink. "The Oasis," as its owner Arnett Wilgave his all. "I held out every eration here for the Blues last
liams calls it, is one of the really soulful places to eat. year for raises, but once I season, was hopeful that the
Open 24 hours a day, Arnett says everybody is welcome. signed my contract, I gave home fans could get the eitaoce
Pictured above is Arnett Williams with the "c.•hgrutells" them all I could on the field" to see the young Blues in aca local singing group.
Terre bellowed. Terry was ob- tion at Blues Stadium the first
of this week, weather permitting.
Memphis is in the Eastern
Division of the Texas League
with
A r tenses, Shreveport
and San Antonio. The Western
Division of the eight team circuit is composed of Albuquerque, Amarillo, Dallas-Ft. Worth
and £1 Paso. Bobby Bragan,
former Atlanta Braves manager, is the new Texas League
president. Bra gan has changed
the umpire's attire from the
traditional blue to colorful turtle neck shirts and two tone
caps and breast protectors for
the umpire behind the plate.
PROS PICK MAGICIAN
Early in the basketball season, LeMoyne-Owen coach Jerry Johnson was saying that his
big 64 center Willie Taylor had
to get untracked. "You know
the pros have been asking
about him." Johnson mused a
bit surprised. Taylor averaged
around 18 rebounds and was
a conspicious figure camping
around the basket diseepraging
opponents by blocking shots.
Last week the Byhalia, Miss.,
hark horse was a surprise secMt. Olive Eagles is one of the teams
ed activities. Presently the First Church of ond round National Basketball
which constitutes the recently formed InGod at 3045 Chelsea Ave., pastored by Rev. Association draft pick by the
tra-Congregational Athletic Assc. These
John A. Buehler, and the First Baptist Philadelphia 76ers. According
teams are supervised by churches in the
Mt. Olive Church, pastored by Rev. N.A. , to reports received by Philly's
Douglas Park Community for teenagers
Crawford have functioning teams.
'Jack Ramsey who led the 76ers
who wish to participate in locally sponsorto a second place fulish in
the Eastern Division Taylor
could be a real sleeper in the
draft.
The NBA draft reflected the
kind of homegrown talent we
have here. Both Bobby Smith
of Tulsa and Rick Roberson of
Cincinnati were first round
picks as expected. San Diego
Inc., international public rela- grabbed Smith as the
sixth
tions firm, on April 11, opened pick and champion Los Angeles
CHARLOTTE, N. C. -(UPI) A.W. Holt, 6-8, Jackson (Miss.) an office in Memphis and nam- staked out a claim for Rober- The American Basketball As- State; Cliff Shegogg, 6-5, Colo- ed Jerry D. Prophet as its son. Willie McCarter of Drake
and the MVPin the recent Eastsociation released its first five rado State University.
manager.
West All-American here also
round draft choices here TuesThe Memphis office, at 100 was
chosen by the Lakers.
day with the New Carolina LOS ANGELES-John Baum,
Cougars taking Florida's big 6-5, Temple; Simmie Hill, 6-6, N. Main St., will serve the en- LEMOYNE-OWEN BEATEN
Neal Walk as one of their West Texas State; Bobby Smith tire mid-South area, initially CBC continued its master ov6-5, Tulsa; Dennis Stewart, 6-6, handling public relations for er LeMoyne-Owen
picks.
with a secThe order of the ABA choices Michigan; Ted Weirman, 6-6, the Memphis Area Chamoer of ond doubleheader sweep in
as
Commerce's
Greater
Memphis
was not announced with the Washington State.
many meetings. The Bucs pundProgram.
Harshe-Rotman
and
lists released in alphabetical
- ed out 11-9 and 6-2 decisions
order. The remainder of the KENTUCKY - 130 la Dan- Druck also represents Mem- last Saturday afternoon at Beldridge, 6-6, Norfolk (Va.) State; phis-based Pepper & Tanner,
draft choices were to be reHerm Gilliam, 6-3, Purdue; Inc., a leading supplier of crea- levue Park.
leased later Tuesday.
Mike Gorsso, 6-9, Louisville; tive services for the broadThe New York Nets, who
Dave Scholz Illinois; Gene Wil- casting industry.
had the first draft choice when
he is a member of the Public
liams, 6-7, Kansas State.
Mr. Prophet, who transfers Relations Society of
the first two rounds were,
America
MIAMI -Bill Bunting. 6-8, to Memphis from the Chicago and Alpha Delta Sigma, profeschosen earlier, had picked
office,
joined
North
Harsheltotman
Carolina;
UCLA superstar Lew Alcindor.
Larry Cannon,
sional advertising fraternity.
The UCLA star, however, has 6-5, LaSalle; Bob Greacen, 64, Is Druck in 1964. Previously he He presently lives at 22 W.
already signed with Milwaukee Rutgers; John Jones, 6-4, Villa- bad been with General Elec- 110 Arbor Lane, Glen Ellyn,
of the National Basketball As- nova; Wilbert Jones, 641, Al- tric Company. A graduate of Ill, and will move his family
sociation.
bany (Ga) State; Jim Smith, the University of Washington, to the Memphis area shortly.
The first five round draft 6-7; Northern
choices listed in alphabetical INDIANA - Bob Armen, 6-8,
order, not in order of selec- Notre Dame; Dick Grubar,
tion:
North Carolina; Tony MasielNEW YORK - Lew Alain- lo, 6-4, Canisius; Will. Wafdor, UCLA; Terry Driscoll, 6-7, ter, 6-3 Drake.
Boston College; Rich Roberson, CAROLINA - L.C. Bowen,
6-9, Cincinnati; Ed Sludut, 6-7, 6-4, Bradley; Mel Coleman, 6-7,
Holy Cross; Chris Thornford, Stout (Wis.) State; Steve Kuber
6-9, Princeton; Norm Vanlier, ski, 6-7, Bradley; Steve Min,
6-1. St. Francis (Pa.).
6-7, Toledo; Jesse Price, 64,
DENVER -Issaiah King, 6-6, Milliken; Neal Walk, 640,'We
Hiram Scott (Neb.); Jerry ida.
King, 6-4, Louisville; Bob Port- NEW ORLEANS
ohn
man, 6-5, Creighton; Bob Pres- Arthurs, 6-4, Tula'.;
Rusty
ley, 6-10, California; Bob Tal- Clark, 6-11, North Carolina;
lent, 6-3; George Washington; Dave Nash, 6-10, Kansas; HarGreg Whitman, 6-8, Western ley Swift, 6-3,
East Tennessee
Carolina.
State; Willie Taylor, 44, TemMINNESOTA - Luther Rack- ple.
ley, 6-11. Xavier (Ohio); George
Thompson. 64;Marquette) OAKLAND - Jack Gillespie,
rob Whitmore, 6-8, Notre 6-9, Montana State; Lamar
Dame.
Green, 6-7, Morehead (Ky.)
DALLAS -Willie Brown, 6-3; State; Don Griffin, 6-4, StanMiddle Tennessee; Bobby ford; Edward Mast, 6-9, TemChristian, 7-0, Grambling (La); ple; and Ron Taylor, 7-1, SouthTom Hagan, 6-3, Vanderbilt; ern California.

ABA Announces
Draft Picks

Public Relations
Concern Opens
Memphis Office

TWO BEST PLACES TO GETMORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
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Rev. Frison
To Be Installed
As New Pastor
Installation services will be
held at the Antioch Baptist
Church in Batesville, Miss., on
Sunday, April ao, and the gee.
Nathaniel Prison, who was baptized in the church m 1809 will
be installed as the new pas*.

PRIAM:MY CONFAB — Marsha Lane
(right), women's marketing consultant o f
Sehenley Industries, Inc.. and Andrew Hatcher (left), communications chairman af
the New York Coalition, seem to be making points simultaneously during recent
meeting of the Educational Foundation Committee of the New York City Chapter o f
American Women hi Radio and Television.

Attending their every word are Committee
Chairman Florence slock, a n d Schenley
President Bernard Goldbert. Mrs. Lane
hostessed the meeting, which was held in
Schenley'a spacious conference room, and
Mr. Hatcher—former assistant press secretary to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson
—was the principal speaker.

Proposals Invited
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive
Turnkey Proposals for a total of 300 low-rent housing units together with Community, Management and
Maintenance space, until 10 o'clock a.m., May 13,
1969, at its offices 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tennes see.
Proposed sites must be within the limits of the
City of Memphis and should be submitted for approval no later than 10 o'clock a.m., CST, April 3,
19494 ctri0 prior to preporation of proposals.
Ths proposals will be received in increments
of approximately 100 units per site. Distribution
of units will be as follows: One bedroom 12%; two
bedrooms 12%:; three bedrooms 39%; four bedrooms
25%; five bedrooms 10% and six bedrooms 2%.
Full information may be obtained from the office of the Associate Director of Memphis Housing
Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.

Memphis
Housing Authority
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary
W

A

Plus To VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!

He has lived in Memphis for
17 years at 179 First st. He attended the J. L. Campbell Bible College and is one of the
1967 graduates. He is a member of the 50th Ward Civic
Club and the Braden Lodge No.
201.
The guest speaker for the occasion will be the Rev. M. E.
Pleasure, pastor of the New
Testament Baptist Church in
Memphis. Jim Homan is chairman.
The public is invited to the
services starting at 3 p.m.

TOP VALUE REDEMPTION STORES ARE LOCATED AT:

1520 UNION AVE.
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA

OPEN 10 AM. 'Ill 5 PM. TUE. THRU SAT. CLOSED MON.

Veterans' Widows Can
Get School Benefits
A Veteran's widow entitled ministration educational assistto GI home loan benefits is ance up to a maximum of 36
automatically eligible for the months.
newly created widow's educational assistance frorn the Vet- In addition, the wives of veterans who are permanently
erans Administration.
and totally disabled because of
But the reverse is not neces- service, are also eligible for
sarily true, Edward P. Onstot, the educational benefits, which
Manager of the Veterans Ad- amount to as much as $130 a
ministration Regional Office, month for full-time training.
reminded today.
Only the unremarried widows Eligible widows of World
of World War II, Korean Con- War II veterans have only unflict and Post-Korean veterans til July 25, 1970, to use their
who died as the result of mili- GI home loan entitlement. The
tary service are entitled to Vet- entitlement of eligible Korean
erans
Administration
home Conflict widows expires January 31, 1975, with eligible
loan guaranties.
However, unremarried wid- Post-Korean widows having 20
ows of veterans who served at years from their husband's
any time since the Spanish- death in service, 20 years from
American War and who died as the veteran's discharge, or
the result of military service March 3, 1976, whichever is
are eligible for Veterans Ad- later, to use their entitlement.
Widows and wives, eligible
for educational assistance, have
until November 30, 1976, or
eight years after their husbands' deaths or Veterans Administration finding of permanent and total disability, whichever, is later, to complete their
•
education or training.

Buy U.S.
Bonds

EASTGATE
FRAZIER

KROGER - GRADE A

Fryer Quarters
Pork Roast
SLICED BACON
FRESH PICNIC STYLE

COUNTRY STYLE

PEPSI, 7•UP or

COKES

that's Busch° baby
"And I'm telling it like it is. People today are moving
on up—reaching out for the best. And the best is Busch.
Premium brewed with costly barley, virgin hops. The
only popular-priced beer in America with in-brewed carbonation (our own special way of putting fine bubbles
in beer). The best popular-priced beer in America? That's
Busch, baby. And we can prove it."

with our cov.pol .t.ffc7 in
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ARGE SIZE - 22-ei
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Mayonnaise
Eggs
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Look for the special Rosko display wherever you buy beer.
BUSCH ...from Anheuser-Busch, inc., St. Louis, Mo.
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FEATURED "PIECE-A-WEEK"
THROUGH APRIL 15
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Jr. High Students Join Honor Society
during an annual ceremony Jackson inducted the new
held in the Hamilton High members.
School auditorium. Principal The induction brings As
Oliver J. Johnson and Cheri membership to eighty-e$
which is the largest nuM
since the group was char
four years ago.
The program included selec' tons from the Junior H i$ h
Glee Club and an inspiring
address was given by Mr. AC.
Williams of WDIA Radio StaEDITOR'S NOTE: Below are from January 190 until Janu- tion.
authoritative answers by the ary 1954. Am I entitled to eduMiss Ella D. Perino recipAdministration
to
Veterans
cational assistance from the ient of last year's academic
some of the many current ques- Veterans Administration under award presented the award to
tions from former servicemen
a new law that went into effect the 1969 winner Miss Sandra
and their families, further in- last December?
Waller. Sandra is president of
formation on veterans beneChapter. The academic
the
fits may be obtained at any VA A Yes, you are entitled to award is presented each year
of
up
assistance
educational
VA
office.
freshman who has the
to 36 months as the widow of a to the
Q. I was discharged at the veteran who died as the result highest scholastic average for
the first semester.
end of December 1968 after
of military service. However, Membership into the stag
two years service. I had a tooth
your education must be comfilled about six months before pleted by Nov. 30, 1976. Your is based on five cardinal
ciples: scholarship, charade},
I got out of service. The filling husband's
m i Rory service
has fallen out. Can I get the could have been at any time leadership citizenship and serv
and
citizenship
leadership,
tooth repaired by the Veterans from
the Spanish-American service. Students in grades 7-9
Administration?
War to the current VietNam
A Yes Dental work on a one- era. Wives of veterans who are are eligible.
Burchfield, Miss
time completion basis may be permanently and totally dis- Mrs. Mable
Richardson and Mrs.
provided veterans with service- abled as the result of military Macell
Jackson are advisors.
connected but noncompensable [ service are also entitled to this Bobbie
are Sandra Waller
Officers
dental conditions which exist- benefit which amounts to a president;
Johnson
Samuel
provided at time of separation
maximum of $130 a month for vice president; Bonita Chanded application is made within full-time training. Contact your ler secretary; Sharon Jones
one year after discharge. Your nearest VA office for addition- asst. secretary;
Gwendorya
application for VA dental treat- al information and assistance Sartor treasurer and DOns
ment should be sent to the concerning this program.
Briggs sergeant-at-arms. nearest VA regional office,
where your records are on file,
before the end of December
1969.
Q I am not eligible for a
G.I. home loan since my husband, who died of a service.
connected disability in 1967, wa
in serfice after World War H,
but before the Korean Conflict,
• VALIANT
Fourty-four honor students
became members of the Harry T. Cash Chapter of the National Junior Honor Society

The Veterans' Corner

Jones, Lettie Lacey, Cynthia Mahone, Ruby Manus, Carolyn Massey, Monice
R. Moore, Lucy G. Nelson, Denise Parson, Linda Patten, Matthew Redmon,
Vivian Y. Seals, Lureatha Simmons, Gary Spraglin, Shirley Toliver, Debra
Townsen, Glenda G. Waddell, Willie Walker, Carolyn Williams, Jacquelyn
Williams, Patricia Williams, Sylvia Williams, Vanessa Williams, Carolyn
Woods and Chaundra Wright.

HAMILTON HONOR STUDENTS - During its annual induction ceremony,
44 students became members of the Harry T. Cash chapter of the National
Junior Honor Society. The new members are Gregory Bell, Vicki Booker,
Gloria Brown, Judith Burford, Sharon Burns, Jacquelyn Butler, Karen Carr,
Richard M. Cole, Linda Dockery, Teresa Dotstry, Rosalyn Evans, Maxine
Franklin, Yolanda Greene, Sheree Harris, Lynn Jackson, Corine Jeffries,
Ona Johnson, Earline Jones, Gwendolyn Jones, Peatchola Jones, Shelia P.

National Foundation Cites Teens In Mod
Gerald D. Murley, Chapter
Chairman of the Memphis-Shelby County Chapter of the March
of Dimes, this week announced
the names of the winners in
the Teenage Program Contest
sponsored by the local March
of Dimes. Engraved Plaques
are' being presented to the

schools which won in each of
the five categories on the contest.
1. For the largest amouunt
of money raised on TAP Day:
1. Millington Central High
School; 2. Memphis University School; 3. White
Station High School.

1. Hamilton High School; through their efforts, contribut2. For the student body hav2. Wooddale High School; ed $9,000.00 to the March of
ing the largest percentage of
3. S n owden Jr. High Dimes. This money will be used
participattheir
enrollment
School; 4. Winchester Jr. to help support the Memphising in TAP Day:
Shelby County Birth Defects
High School.
1. M e mphis University
4. For the school which re- Center in Tobey Memorial
School.
ported the "Most Original Idea' Children's Hospital in Mem3. For the school raising the
phis."
for
a special event:
largest amount of money by
1. Snowden School; 2. St. Mr. Morley also said, "Evhaving a special event.
Mary's Episcopal; 3. Shrine ery member in TAP is pledged
School; 4. Immaculate Con- to fight birth defects through
research, better treatment and
ception High School.
5. For the school which had education. They are doing their
the best publicity for the Teen- share through raising funds,
distributing literature, sponsorAge-Program:
The salivary glands of the
1. Winchester High School; ing campus conferences, school short-tailed s h r ew contain
to
March
programs
and
visits
2. Hamilton High School;
enough poison to kill 200 mice.
3. Immaculate Conception; of Dimes supported Birth Defect Research and Treatment
4. St. Agnes High School.
Mrs. Murley, chairman of Centers.County There are hundreds of birth
Memphis-Shelby
the
Chapter. in presenting the defects that affect more than
awards at each of the schools 250.000 babies born in the
said, "This year the Teen-Age- United States every yearProgram was the most success- about 1600 right here in Shelby
ful in history. The students, County.

You Don'tPayMore..
You JustGetMoreAt

• ROAD RUNNER
•PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

Did You Know?

O
p !SHER
1925 UNION•275-1143

Desks-Chairs-Filing Cabinets
Office Suppliers

Memphis Is Host For
Home Economics Group
education director of the Elks and Samuel
Johnson-Geeter. (2nd row) Darlene Robinson-Lester, Cora McGlurn-Melrose, James
Fowler White Station, Glen Hancox-Messick. Not shown Benny Liggins-Northside.

On Sunday. April 20, the Elks Club held
their annual Oratorical Contest, in Pentecostal Temple Church, 229 S. Danny Thomas Blvd. Shown above are (left to right)
Lawrence Johnson, Mrs. Mary Wakefield,
Shirty Buckner-Melrose, Leonard Mitchell,
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5 Year Guarantee on:Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
;ncluding Parts'and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 3 YEAR SERVICE Within a 23-Mile Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
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Challenge of Change," all sessions will be held at the Holiday Inn-Rivermont on April 1819. Members throughout Tennessee are encouraged to come
for two days of excellent speakers, exhibits and fellowship.
THEA membership numbers ,
1.719 - 848 college students and
871 professional home economists. Tennessee's is one of,
fifty state associations includeed [
in the American Home Economics Association.
Opening the convention, Dr..
,Margaret C. Browne, directorr
of Home economics, Federal Extension Service, USDA, will give
the keynote address at the Frisession.
Dr.1
day
general
Browne's wide experience with
Irural families includes her
work with the Farm Security
Administration, Farmer's Home
;Administration, and the Extension Service in Michigan and!
Wisconsin.
AHEA President, Dr. Louise
E. Gauthier, will address the
[second general session on Saturday, April 19. Also Professor
.of Home Economics Education
at the University of Southweste r n Louisiana, Dr. Gauthier
has initiated much interest in
problems of the aged in our society.
Members will have an opportunity to gather information on
new trends in subject matter
sessions. Dr. Agnes Ridley, Professor of Home Economies Education at Florida State University, will focus attention on
"The Challenge of Change Related to Education." Mrs. Anna Fisher Rush, Household
Equipment and Automotive Editor of McCall's Magazine, will
present new innovations in the
second session on -The Challenge of Change Related to
Housing and Equipment."
The Convention will close wtili
a special banquet featuring Senator Albert E. Gore as the keynote speaker. Some of the special guests attending this event
will be Mrs. Leo Burson, Commissioner of Employment security and Miss Jessie Harris,
Dean Emeritus, Home Economics. University of Tennessee.
New officers for the association
and special award winners, including Miss Tennessee Home
Economics, will be presented
at this final banquet.

Memphis is the host city for
the Tennessee Home Economics
this
Convention
Association
year. With the theme, "The

AU.4 Rheas
Op•• •p.s.
woo s.No.soma*,

4.01 MON
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Journals-Ledgers-Ring Books
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTOR!
f he Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
387 Leath

Jiffy Sundry
2509 Pork Ave 452.3101
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South 3rd

Aldale Cash Grocery
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Mac Driveiln
367 Tillman

Jot Drive-1n Grocery
1560 S. Parkway E.

NEWS MART
All Out-of...Town Papers
10 N. Momll 526.9648

Jefferson Greicetry
4791 Hero L alio Rd.

Model Laundry

OtiOlo DeUl
1014 Mississippi 942.1712

Ja
Yo
Mz
Ea
Ba
Sc
as
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1
tor
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sil
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Nifty Sundry
Triple A Sundry
303 Vonc•
Lenaw Sundry
2086 Chelsea

Pharmacy
1918 Louderdat•

L incoln Sundry
652 Richmond
Wellington Street Sundry
918 S. Wellington
Prescott Drug.
Gill

Little Lit* Sundry
Goners,' Drugs
281 W. Mitchell
News Vender
Kreger S. 3rd

News Vender,
Mein et Linden
276-2588
News Weider
Main at Vance

Smith's Tessler, Service Sta
337 Mitchell Rd.

News Vender
Main at Calhoun
News Vender
Kreger Airways at Lento,

Trigg Avenue Sundry
455 E. Trigg
Suers. Pharmacy
1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526.9727

Wares Supermarket
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
All Out-nl.Town Papers
115 Monroe Avie 526-9920

•

Vies Sundries
3013 Johnsen Ave

Wellington Sundry
Weellington
251 E. McLenior•

1
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DEFENDER

Quettes Plan

MEMPHIS'SUPER SOUL
1STATI,ON

First Beauty
Pageant Here
The Quettes, the auxiliary
club of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, will present their first
annual pageant, "Miss Magnifique of Memphis," on April
25, at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of Hamilton High School.
Proceeds from the affair
will benefit the Glenv i e w
branch of the YMCA.

QUETTES PLAN BENEFff — Members of the quettes,
the auxiliary to the Memphis chapter of Omega Psi Phi
iaternity, is sponsoring its first annual beauty pageant,
.Miss 1Wagnifique of Memphis," on Friday night, April 25,
"
the Hamilton High School auditorium for the benefit
_Ail the Glenview Branch of the YMCA. Seated from left
g. Mrs. Donald Lewis, Mrs. Gene Robinson, Mrs. Gar.

mer B. Currie, Sr., Mrs. Otis Higgs, Mrs. John Childers
and Mrs. Kennel Venson, Jr. Standing, same order, are
Mrs. John Gilder, Mrs. Lawrence Seymour, Mrs. J. G.
Hawkins, Mrs. James B. Westbrook, Mrs. Mary C a s h,
Mrs. Daniel Ward, Mrs. Reginald Green, Mrs. Odell
Nathaniel and Mrs. Commodore Primous. (Gene Robinson
Photo)

•••••

Participants will be high
school girls between the ages
of 15 and 18. They are Causaundra Byrd, Mitchell High; Bunice Brooks, Southside; Brenda
Smith, Washington; Deborah
Beverly
Hamilton;
Hardin,
Vickie
Wortham, Douglass;
Knight, Melrose; Henretta Winfield, Northside; Carrol Clement, Woodstock; Carmen Griffin. Carver; Vishnue Austin,
Faulkner,
Ethel
Manassas;
Capleville, and Marilyn Carter,
Central.

MELLOW JACK

1340

A

AVERY DAVIS —

and DAY JOE B. YOUNG
WILDCHILD NIGHT
BOSS "UGLY" BOB

Hear More Super Soul Music
WITH MEMPHIS'

Tickets for the affair are
only one dollar, and may be
obtained from any members
of the fraternity, the auxiliary
or contestant.

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

unbelievable?
not at wooleo

DEPARTMENT STORES

A paideadioki,..modeowsstataq

Shop 10a.m. 'Til 9:30p.m,
Monday thru Saturday

BOSTS AND HOSTESSES — The Educational Department
It Gospel Baptist Church presented its annual fashion show
in the Skyway of the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel on Easter
Sunday, and these members served as hosts and hostesses
tor the well-attended affair. On front row, from left, are

L
YbUtri

Mrs. Earnestine Logan, Mrs. Delores Bins, Mrs. Annette
Younge, Mrs. Juanita Chambers and Mrs. Harriet Jackson.
Standing on back row, from left, are Charles L ogan, Vernal Howard Bins, Samuel Chambers and Robert Jones.
(Withers Photo)

•
tor Coordinating Meeting
Field Direc

NW YORK — Miss Carol n Nation.,1 Office of their plans, Anyone interested in obtain-: throw-aways, or "VOTE-18"
Quilloin NAACP Youth Field,to hire busses for the trip to ' ing further information, a man- buttons, should contact his loDiroltor has been called from the nation's capitol include the ual of instructions, po ster cal NAACP chapter.
her :office in Memphis Tennes- South Carolina and Virginia
see 40 serve as coordinator for State Conferences as well as
the l'AACP's Youth Mobiliza- individual units from New Ortion: Conference which is ex- leans, Louisville, Cleveland,
pected to draw close to 5000 Detroit, Chicago, Battle Creek,
Washington Pittsburgh, Philadelphia. Hartto
participants
D. (2. April 21 - 22 to rally na-iford and Waterbury Conn..
tionvtide support for the pro-' Boston and Baltimore.
pos4 to lower the voting age! Both Miss Quill o i n and
NAACP Youth and College Dito 18.
WZrking out of the NAACP's vision director James Brown
Nattinal Office in New York Jr. stress the fact that all conCity-she is able to report that cerned individuals and organifirm:: commitments to address zations are urged to particiboth: youth and adults who will pate in this event.
Organizations which have alattend the historic sessions
Senators ready committed themselves
have come from
Jacob K. Javits (R) New to sending delegates include
Yori; Edward Brooke (R) the League of Women Voters,
F. B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation,
Thomas
Ma4achusetts,
Eagieton (D) Missouri, Birch Encampment for Citizenship,
Bay/ (D) Indiana and Hugh the Youth Franchise Coalition,
Scott (R) Pennsylvania as well encompassing 15 youth groups,
as Representative Carl Albert the National Student YWCA
(D) Oklahoma House major- the World University Service,
Amerieans for Democratic Acity Leader.
Miss Quilloin whose cus- tion, the U. S. Youth Council,
tongiry responsibilities cover and the Student Forum.
the: states of Tennessee Missisippi Alabama and North Carseason is coming on +as+ and we're
v
Inbaseball
oh* reports that response
kind of pitch you can't pas* up!
the
up
'
from NAACP units in the field
Summer today and sharpen up
on
Herff
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Caen
.
encouraging
has: been most
these great buys!
of
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Grctups which have alerted the
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60 Square Inches
of Personal Color

9

• WEIGHS ONLY 24 LBS. The portable that's really a portable, carry it
anywhere:
• "MAGIC MEMORY" TAKES THE
MYSTERY OUT OF COLOR TV
TUNING.'Eliminates the frustration
of color timing.
• ILLUMINATED VHF & TUNING
KNOBS. For easy eye tuning convenience.
• G.E. RELIABILITY. 3 years of leadership in personal color TV.

Hurry! Don't be Disapointed
Only 24 to Sell
at This Fantastic

C

Woolco Low Price!

2

say
"charge lir'

Model WM..'13WD

:LEGAL NOTICE
Bids will be received by the
Meirphis Housing Authority at
its offices at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee, until
10 •clock A.M. C.S.T. Wednesday; April 23, 1969, for furnishing :the following rolling epuipmeet F.O.B., 700 Adams Avenue; Memphis, Tenn., transportatipn prepaid:
station
) Model 1969 4-door
.
(i
., wagon, including 8 cylinder engine, manufacturer's standard size and
body as described in Ova
ns
specificatio
:
4 ton pick-up
3
(1) Model 1969 /
standard cab
with
truck
•
including 8
• and body
and acengine
cylinder
:
in
described
as
cessories
ns
specificatio
the
•
W.G. PEGG
Person to Contact:
700 Adams Ave.

t the
lIperifIcatIona are available Office,
Authority
Miltnphls Housing
TenMemphis,
Avenue,
70Q Adams
ee.
In
stated
be
must
me of delivery Housing Authorty
The Memphis
and
any
reject
reserves the right to Intormallity In
any
vii. hide. to waive
the award with
place
to
and
bids
the
whomsoever it may elect
HolmAddress Ws to the Memphis
AVenUe,
lug Authority 700 AdRIBIS
same
Memphis, Tennessee and mark
Rid on Rolling Equipment."
Mepbk TIOUlling Authorial
ORELLE LEDRETTYR,
Secretary
11109
2041 Opaline Dal': April 23,

nr,Tni.

$1195
$100
MUSTANG
'Nsidernetic,
radio and heater. Good color. Very (leen.
$145 Fil4O.Ti"cf• $1585
'67syttimeic,
MUSTANG
power steering, factory air. Jot like maw.
Y4,
VOLKSWAGEN $150 FicX.Ti $1300
'68
Radio, heater, witttewell firer, peih out windows.
00
'57 OLDSMOBILE $200 FFOZE$18
A real Menotti

WANT An
IN THE

With Free Stand as Shown!

G.E. Color TV Under '200!

4-4.2 2-dr. hardtop. Tri-power, 4-speed, r•die.

CLASSIFIED

AtV4P E S(400
THUNDERBIRD $145 F DI NC)‘
'65
Fail power and factory
FAIRLANE 500 $200 FIVAZE $1245
'67
4-dr. automatic, mein, whitewall tires, Osmer. Lew mileage.
$200 FIDMCZVI 51595
CHARGER
'67
Fully equipped and
$•900
F
iVA',/,'§
$150
FORD
'64
Power and air. Os* owser. Low mlleagra Like bread new.
$150 FIDNC=E$2045
GALAXIE
'58Fistbeck.
Folly eiu;pped and
241r.
C'NTRY SQUIRE $150 F1114)4r: t E $1300
'85
rock.
Simmolier wailes• Tally *quipped, Melodies isegaim
$150 FPN°:ZZE$1445
'68 FORD F-100
low mileage. Very plc*.

SECTION

very 11;C••

Tri-State

ramy.
R,
,
OH; ;R ‘

Defender
2 Lines

2 weeks

Sidle sad heater.

no money down $10 monthly

LARGE SELECTION OF NEW FORDS

$100

Only

HERFF on SUMMER

Coll now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you
have for sale

2450 SUMMER
ye

458-1151

111001C0
EASTGATE
5110 Park Are.

I

NORCO
SOUTHGATE
1t33 So. Thal

I

ERGO
GATEWAY
3230 Jackson km

wooko

6
9

:4.4,4. kill.
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for Housecleanline COlainenelal Bldg. work. We
tea* pew to do wall washing.
fdDr perOMMegi and window cleaning
141 MOIL iro prolog' yes base Tenn
Delver LWOW
*NOY In P•rsoli
1425 Z. Ifclamors
Iwo Mr Darts or Mrs
Clarbrough

a

WANT-ADS
BRING RESULTS

CLASSIFIED AD SECTION

Call

for

come

to

Money & Time

HAIR COLORING

r

•

koiw...evea
thdl faded hair bet
maws younger looking.
dark and lustrous, radiant
whit highlights. STRAND
Mw Coloring won't rub al
sr wash out. Safe with ResIllelletoots, too. Try STRAND.

STRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice if 5 natural shadser
Orme
Neale Awn-UoIlL Mow
Ask for It at yaw diNIENT.

trades to Lhoose
Ford Dealer

$600
IIP

ge
$99 F!):wannce $1099
hiUSTANG Loaded —

$199

1 can

scene, recites and sings his

own creations.
David Winters, the other half
of

the

Winters/Rosen

produc-

tion team, choreographed all of

Save a !Hindle!

FFICE

He
the

Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits,
Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has
openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in
large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN
DeWITT at 942-4687.

CARi. CARSON LEASING CORP.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

$1600

sto Wgn

$500

mg

FALCON Future 4-door.
VIall air awl power. Automatic.

$I00

Finance

4a0-4e4aiNO-NIN4HIP•40.11HO•
_

$1595

$150 Frman. $845
CUSTOM 500
I
• SW Loaded
$99 FDlic"
:e nee
$1150
1 MUSTANG Aufb., Power
J6 1 Steering,
Do
$100

-9-66

Finan
wcne $1595
FORD XL Vinyl fool Air

$150 Finance $1245
AIR-LAN
-E —100-2:d—r H7
,r67- F-

If

I

You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver Licens6

Call
•
•i, Tennessee Driving School
t
BR 5-3600

$99 Air & Power Si000
'Si4-doo; hard:
1 too, automatic, power
sharing power brakes and air.

$150 4M $1545
•'63
$695

COUNTRY SQUIRE I-pas;
station
wager
wagon.
Log gage rack, air and Power.
$100

Fi
r t:n
c•

'62 RAMBLER Wag
Air &

49

$300

Auto Trans

5
1
pad • power.

COUNTRY SEDANtation
Wagon, automatic, air

$995

F°°
.,77.

7
149

Auto

LOAN OFFICE
1112-1114.161 SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL

Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

SPECIAL
G,T.O. V-8

EPSTEIN

Trans

$1700

Hull-Dobbs
FORD CITY

his

Watson

smile

The St. Thomas Home and
School Association will present
a spring dinner-dance at

of

reputation
a

but

Father Bertrand High School
on Friday night, April 25.
Reservations for the affair
may be made by calling
942-4992

after

274-4245

or

McKinney

Mrs. Theodore
of the

chairman
and

Mrs.

Flagg

chair-

Ways and

Means

Royal

man of the
Committee.
Doyle

president

Bradburn is

of the Home and School Association.

MINISTERS

BONDED
Custom Built Churches, Free q
Burial allowances for 249,707 following his burial.
.Estimates,FinancingAvailableA
veterans Edward P. Onstot, Manager
d e ceased
eligible
were paid
of the Nashville Veterans Ad- OReputable Workmanship,
in Fiscal Year ministration Regional Office,
1968, and it is estimated that said the Veterans AdministraCall Today Smith & Godwin,
the total for this year will num- tion allows up to $250 for burial
ber 265,000.
or cremation of any veteran 4Genera I Contractor 905 Estival:::,
Veterans 'Administration also who was discharged under con-

Burials Paid By VA

provided an American flag for
the caskets of 229,046 veterans
last year. This number is estimated to increase to 250,000
in Fiscal Year 1969.
Flags are supplied undertakers, on request, by any Veterans Administration office or
Post Office. The flag may be
given to the next of kin, or, if
there is no next of kin, to the
closest friend of the veteran

world of professional floristry. Instruction by personal &ten.
dorsce only. Course three to four weeks full time. Full tuition
S-250.60. An Equal Opportunity School.
For further details write...
P.O. BOX 1850
MEMPHIS, TENN., 38101

LICENSED

§

ditions other than dishonorable,
if he served during wartime or
after August 4, 1964.
Payment is made to the undertaker or to the party who
paid the undertaker.
Similar burial expenses are
also paid by the Veterans Administration for veterans of
peacetime service who were receiving service-connected disability compensation at the
time of their death, or who
had been released from service for disabilities incurred in
line of duty.
Burial expenses for servicemen who die on active duty are
borne by the military, not the
Veterans Administration. Further information may be obtained from any Veterans Administration office.

P.N. 525-6506

%

1

o

Mid-South Office
in Memphis
and the appointment of

Grab This Opportunity

HARSHE-ROTMAN & DRUCK, INC.
Public Relations
Founded in 1931

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY
Profit an
every

Clip Out This NM.
Coupon W— Arc YOU a Boy?
In Care of
and
Street and No.
Mail Today
In an Envelope

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates

Zip Carle

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

0

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

01. EVERS
CAN YOU USE

o
State

Post Office

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns 1
and Accessories

CALL

MOVING?

Year__.

60(11

til

"WE RILL TO UVI"

FOR FREE ES11MATES

Apt ..--..

1.

PEST

PH. PA 7.4033k.

a

'Print Norno.on51 Address Below
Tri-S tote Defender
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
t-'4 my first bundle of pipet;

CALL US BEFORE YOU AM
EJIBARRASSED

10,

tv

If Yew Aro easy 12 or 0/dor Use This Coupon New
•ae.s.

TERMITES-ROACHESWATER BUGS-RATS
Lk:eased and Bonded

Also
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles

$5

EAR'rl $1 to

Salvable business
exper.ente gained will
be If lifeiene beeekt.

EXTERMINATING CO:

100 N. Main St.
Memphis 38103
(901) 525-2791

to

every week
in spare time

ra-jele

Buy U.S.
Bonds

Jerry D. Prophet
as manager

12 or
ohlfer

and Win Free Prizes-

Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-..:Cl. Speed -release
formula puts it to work instantly to stop throbt,ing
toothache pain,so safe doctors recommend it for
leatagrig .

We are pleased
to announce
the opening of our

BOYS

& 362-1003

;
60.*

30THACHE

493 S. Main

I
Sat
Sun

Sat se Still SI 25
Oyer RAM to6PM
Open $ 9.14 le 2' PM.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

Memphis,

SA 7-9320

Teanessea

170412 Compeer Moises What Yee Ask For Ani
Creates WSot Yow Thiak OP
ueeleille1111111411111Ns

r

.,

NIS MIME==I— ME M NM ME MN MIINN

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

S

MORE

CONVINIENT
LOCATIONS
WHIRI rotaft lilt YOU
GU slim UNTO Al
4/ RVICI

•

12 or older

St.

"Brad-Marr Merchandise Club„
FREE! A seven piece set of Aluminum TEFLON II is
Yours FREE This Week when you buy a $79.95 value
100% Human Hair Wig for only $59.95.
Both ore guaranteed. $15.00 Down delivers both
to your home.
As A Club Member.

You Will Receive A
10%

Discount

On All
Future Purchases.

Over

MCKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC...,
Fender Body Work

Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
0

148 S. SECOND 51.
RES. PHONE 351 - 3134
PHONE 526 - 1154

is

dinner-dance,

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $125

4

p.m.

4
:

Expenses Of Veterans'

E-Z Storage & Van Co.

BANK ;'INANCE

to

cracking

C.

of bubbles. Goldie sur- that is remarkable so in tune
prises no one with her mastery with today's frenetic "Spring
AT CHANUTE AFB, Ill., for
of comedy, but enlightens many Thing" generation.
with her gentle singing voice
Spring is a time when the training as a survival equipin "All of You" and with her buds bloom. "Spring Thing" is ment specialist is Airman Wendancing prowess.
analogous to that. The average dell L. Donaldson, grandson of
Bobbie Gentry's new fashion age of the entire cast and pro- Mrs. Florence Donelson of 791
look is chic, modish and stylish; duction team is 27. Certainly Cherokee, who completed basic
her appearance is that of a top "Spring Thing" is a Spring training recently at Lackland
AFB, Tea. He is a graduate of
high fashion model who can thing.
Southside High School.

LEARN TO DRIVE

f,AILA:t1 iaand

up

never

Irwin

rings

'64 PONTIAC TEMPEST

$49

Comedian

of "Westside lives

Story" at age 17.

Be a floral designer! Full, port time or own your own business.
, A hard hitting complete training course in the real business

GAS & DIESEL
Permanent

Power,

Dinner-Dance

wasi sing.
Newl

SOUTHERN SCHOOL OF
FLORAL DESIGN

MECHANICS WANTED

Landau

Auto Trans

production

in

am..86—, ........SW

$1345

2-dr HT. Air &

York

numbers.
dancer

comedy
s t r aight-faced
patter like he sees it and writes
by the Veterans Adit. And Rod McKuen, currently ministration
the hottest poet on the Amerihis

76 IL 1711 SEAL STRUT JA 6-3300,

e SALAXIE 500 convertible.
IP Automatic, power steering.

the ,lead

Harrison

does his hit song "Santa Monica Pier," in a duet with Miss
Gentry. Irwin C. Watson tells

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

",
9

'67 OLDS CUTLASS
. Air & Power
$199 convert. $1700
.67 GA LA X I E 500

Noel

CARL CARSON!

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

454 CHRYSLER Convert.,

$1199

LADIES

and

Lease trucksfrom

LOAN

fre,n•Memphis volume

Loaded

FOUR

dance

the

In
their
comedy
musical makes everyone else do his
as number, "High Heel Sneakers," laughing for him.
with
co-hosts
guests
The atypical Harpers Bizarre
Goldie Goldie Hawn and Meredith Mac
McKuen, Shirley Rae appear as if they're au sing "Anything Goes" in their
Hawn, Rod
Bassey, Irwin C. Watson, the naturel save for two concealing subdued,
technique
pleasing
Gentry

would you like to

ATHAN'S
N

Over 100 Fresh

1164 THUNDERBIRD

Direct

VANCE NEAR THIRP

TRADE-INS

$150

furniture

"BLACK POWER"
"MESSAGE FROM BEHIND
ENEMY LINES"
"CHE GUEVARA"
"NATIVE SON"

HULLDOBBS

saki

any

COME TO THE INVADERS
BOOKSTORE
OPEN 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

NOTHING

Vin
'66
paw •ir

for

. "Spring Thing" is an ArnelSpecial
sponsored
beaming
Monday, April 28, in t h e
"Laugh In" time slot in color
over NBC-TV. It stars Bobbie

D&D Furniture
Company
Phone 393-3810

WC TO RUT

loaded

home

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY to work in
large office in executive position. Must
be proficient in shorthand and (betaphone. Type at least 80 wpm.. good
salary, fringe benefits. Contact:
Personnel Director
Methodist Hospital
1265 Union Avenue
Memphis. Tennessee
An Equal Opportunity smseepier

Harpers Bizarre, Hendra and
earn $10.00 for 2
Factory to you. No middle man hours; morning, afternoon or evenings. Ullett and Meredith MacRae.
5 clayttep per week. Car neces
2m190 or Jorn Winther directs.
cast. Name Brand furniture It's a variety show unlike
working men's prices. All fura- 392-1837.
most variety shows in that it
iture 5% above factory price.
BEELINE FASHION HOME STYLE follows a story line.
SHOW - Find me a woman . . .”
"It's a simple one," says proFind me a woman that doesn't like ducer Burt Rosen of Wintersfashion and fun. and YIN will Says
found a most unusual woman. Baslcal- Rosen Productions, and he says
ly every woman wants to look more it simply in one word: "Roattractive. You too, can he Part of
the exciting world of fashion and can mance."
have fun while you are working. You
Noel Harrison meets Bobbie
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS
can
add more money to the family
Equivalent Test. Short Training to en- income
Plus add more cloths to your Gentry and a romance ensues,
able high ischool dropout to pass SAWwardrobe. Have a Beeline style show
vaunt test for High School.
with all of the other entertainn your
Call 332-5300 or write Career School STYLIST.home or become a BEELINE
ment directed to the theme.
3570 Ca Za3eit Rd. N. 7, Mamma,
Tenn, 38116.
Three of the cntertainers perI
Phone 398-7634
form their own works. Noel
of

ONLY 98*

199

to

representatives
your

Group To Stage

'Cherokee 4 Bedrooms. Larse lot. 2970

WHOLESALE
Save

'Spring Thing' Airs In Spring

HOUSE !OR KALIL

FuRionsE.

purchase

Mies That GRAY
lbs Lasting Way

17

DEFENDER

-

400
Items
to

Choose
From.
Call 332-5360
today
0I

Write...

BRADMARR
SALES

3570 Cazassa

Rd. #7
Memphis Tenn. 38116

And scores of other prizes
In the Tri-State Defender newsboys'
contest....
Call Jackson 6-8397
Ask for our circulation manager...
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